
Doctor Who: Revelation of the Daleks : 6th
Doctor Novelisation
Eric Saward
Pub Date: 7/1/20
$36.95 USD
1 pages

Summary:
The Doctor and Peri land on the planet Necros to visit the
funerary home Tranquil Repose—where the dead are
interred and the near-dead placed in suspended animation
until such time as their conditions can be cured. But the
Great Healer of Tranquil Repose is far from benign. Under
his command, Daleks guard the catacombs where sickening
experiments are conducted on human bodies. The new life
he offers the dying comes at a terrible cost—and the Doctor
and Peri are being lured into a trap that will change them
forever.

Roarings from Further Out : Four Weird
Novellas by Algernon Blackwood
Algernon Blackwood, Xavier Aldana Reyes
Pub Date: 7/1/20
$15.95 USD
288 pages

Summary:
From one of the greatest and most prolific authors of 20th
century weird fiction come four of the very best strange
stories ever told. In "The Willows," two men become
stranded on an island in the Danube delta, only to find that
they might be in the domain of some greater power from
beyond the limits of human experience. "The Wendigo"
features a hunting party in Ontario who begin to fear that
they are being stalked by an entity thought to be confined
to legend. In "The Man Whom the Trees Loved," a couple is
driven apart as the husband is enthralled by the possessive
and jealous spirits dwelling in the nearby forest. And lastly,
in conversation with the occult detective and physician Dr.

Deconstructing Dr. Strangelove : The Secret
History of Nuclear War Films
Sean M. Maloney
Pub Date: 7/1/20
$50.00 USD
498 pages

Summary: King of the Cold War crisis film, Dr. Strangelove
became a cultural touchstone from the moment of its
release in 1964. The duck-and-cover generation saw it as a
satire on nuclear issues and Cold War thinking. Subsequent
generations, removed from the film’s historical moment,
came to view it as a quasi-documentary about an
unfathomable secret world.

Sean M. Maloney uses Dr. Strangelove and other genre
classics like Fail Safe and The Bedford Incident to
investigate a curious pop cultural contradiction. Nuclear
crisis films repeatedly portrayed the failures of the Cold
War’s deterrent system. Yet the system worked. What does

Werner Herzog
Joshua Lund
Pub Date: 7/6/20
$22.00 USD
264 pages

Summary:
Werner Herzog's protean imagination has produced a
filmography that is nothing less than a sustained meditation
on the modern human condition. Though Herzog takes his
topics from around the world, the Americas have provided
the setting and subject matter for iconic works ranging from
Aquirre, The Wrath of God and Fitzcarraldo to Grizzly Man.

Joshua Lund offers the first systematic interpretation of
Werner Herzog's Americas-themed works, illuminating the
director's career as a political filmmaker—a label Herzog
himself rejects. Lund draws on materialist and post-colonial
approaches to argue that Herzog's American work confronts
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The Lumberjanes BEASTiary : The Most
Amazing Guide to All the Coolest Creatures
You've Ever Heard Of and a Few You Haven’t
Mariko Tamaki, Brooklyn Allen
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: A guide to all of the coolest magical
creatures in the bestselling Lumberjanes books and
graphic novels

Over the years, there have been countless magical creatures
spotted at Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle
Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types: mermaids, moon
mice, griffins, Cloudies—you name it, the campers have
seen it! But there’s only one group of Lumberjanes equipped
to catalog the strange happenings at the camp: Roanoke
cabin. Jo, April, Molly, Mal, Ripley, and Barney are working
to earn their BEAST trophy, which is an epic project to
collect as much knowledge they can about these creatures.

Eight Lane Runaways
Henry McCausland
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: One runner relies on her poncho to give her
direction. Another deals with a suddenly missing appendage.
There are also algebra dogs, a juice institute, and a helpful
network that consists of miles of string that proves that, no
matter how far apart, the friends you can rely on are the
ones you met while traversing life's twisty-turny trails.
Cartoonist Henry McCausland’s flowing page layouts
showcase his elaborate landscapes and thrilling kinetic
energy, matching them with a laugh-out-loud, idiosyncratic
sense of humor.

Pan's Labyrinth: The Labyrinth of the Faun
Guillermo del Toro, Allen Williams, Cornelia Funke
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: This book is not for the faint of heart or weak in
spirit. It’s not for skeptics who don’t believe in fairy tales
and the powerful forces of good. It’s only for brave and
intrepid souls like you, who will stare down evil in all its
forms.

Inspired by the critically acclaimed film written and directed
by Oscar winner Guillermo del Toro and reimagined by New
York Times bestselling author Cornelia Funke, this haunting
tale takes readers to a darkly magical and war-torn world
filled with richly drawn characters, including trickster fauns,
murderous men, child-eating monsters, courageous rebels,
and a long-lost princess hoping to be reunited with her

Tom The Dancing Bug Presents: Into The
Trumpverse
Ruben Bolling
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
224 pages

Summary:
Tom The Dancing Bug is celebra ng its 30th anniversary, and it remains as

mely and poignant as ever. Cartoonist and Tom The Dancing Bug creator
Ruben Bolling has certainly had plenty of material to work with over the last
four years, while winning a Herblock Prize, a Robert F. Kennedy Journalism
Award, and being named a Pulitzer Prize Finalist. Into The Trumpverse
features more than 200 cartoons covering the poli cal landscape during that

me. With a foreword by the legendary Neil Gaiman.

"Ruben Bolling's cra  and commentary are as powerful and as pointed, as
capable of making you laugh while breaking your heart, as they were when
we were all so very young."
from Neil Gaiman's foreword
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The Old Geezers Vol 1
Wilfrid Lupano, Paul Cauuet
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: HIT GRAPHIC NOVEL! HIT MOVIE! The
International Sensation comes to the USA!

The Old Geezers tells the story of three septuagenarians
who have been friends since childhood: Antoine, Emile, and
Pierrot. They have each taken different paths in life, made
different choices, and started (or not) their own families.
The series moves back and forth between the 50s and the
present day, telling the tragic-comic tale of our time, with all
of its social, political, and cultural upheavals!

Beautifully written and gorgeously illustrated, The Old
Geezers Vol 1 features two complete stories: “Alive and Still

Voting is Your Super Power Graphic Novella
Various, Craig Yoe, Al Avison, Tom Feelings
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 USD
72 pages

Summary:
In the 1950s there was the Cold War and Red Scare! These fears mo vated
civic organiza ons and major comic book companies to team up and create
beau fully drawn comic books with clever stories to be passed out in the
streets, in union halls, in factories, at state fairs, in schools, in churches--
wherever people gathered. There were tles like "The Man Who Stole Your
Vote" (with an evil masked super villain), "If Your Children Could Vote" (with
a brave, brash Greta Thurnberg-of-the- me bera ng the adults), and "Your
Vote is Vital" (powerfully illustrated by Lee Elias!).

The 1960s Civil Rights-era had the NAACP behind a historically important,
engaging comic book "The Street Where You Live" to mo vatee blacks to get
to the polls (drawn by pioneering black ar st Tom Feelings). There is

Grateful Dead Origins
Chris Miskiewicz, The Grateful Dead, Noah Van
Sciv...
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
152 pages

Summary:
The Grateful Dead are one of the most influential rock and
roll bands of all time, but every story has a start.

The Grateful Dead Origins takes an in depth and personal
look at the formation of one of the most important American
rock bands of all time, exploring the early days of Jerry
Garcia, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir, Pigpen, Bill Kreutzmann and
Mickey Hart, and their transition from being a bar cover
band to one of the greatest sounds in history.

The Grateful Dead Origins showcases the beginning of the
band through the early 1960’s San Francisco Haight Ashbury

Star Trek Ships of the Line 2021 Wall
Calendar
CBS
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$15.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: Star Trek: Ships of The Line 2021 Wall Calendar
HORIZONTALLY-formatted calendar is dedicated to
showcasing spectacular images of the most famous vessels
from the iconic franchise in a variety of iconic scenes and
settings.

The panoramic calendar opens horizontally to maximize the
detail and drama of each stunning piece of Star Trek art.
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Star Trek: Cats 2021 Wall Calendar
CBS
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: To boldly go where no Persian, Siamese, or
tabby has gone before - or to just stand there and stare out
into space - it's Star Trek: Cats 2021 Wall Calendar!

Illustrator Jenny Parks hilariously repopulates classic
episodes from Star Trek: The Original Series and Star Trek:
The Next Generation as fabulous felines. Part satirical
send-up, part loving homage, Star Trek: Cats is total catnip
to Star Trek fans! From Captain Kirk sprawling in his
captain’s chair to Captain Picard encountering the Borg,
celebrate iconic moments from Star Trek history as never
before.

Star Trek Discovery 2021 Wall Calendar
CBS
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: Star Trek Discovery 2021 Wall Calendar is
based on the new hit series streaming on CBS All Access.
This collectible wall calendar celebrates the highly popular
series, Star Trek Discovery.

Star Trek Discovery, the newest addition to the fabled Star
Trek legacy, boldly introduced new characters, conflicts, and
adventures. Star Trek Discovery 2021 Wall Calendar will
feature the cast and images from the first and second
season.

Star Trek Alphabet Book (Star Trek)
Golden Books, Ethen Beavers
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$4.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: Captain Picard, Mr. Spock, and your Star
Trek favorites from A to Z star in an out-of-this-world
Little Golden Book!

A is for alien, B is for Borg, and C is for communicator. Now
even the youngest Star Trek fans can go boldly into the
universe as they learn Earth’s alphabet! Explore the worlds
of Star Trek, The Next Generation, Deep Space 9, and
Discovery while learning the ABCs in this Little Golden
Book—perfect for boys and girls 2 to 5, as well as fans and
collectors of all ages.

TM & © 2019 CBS. All rights reserved.

Marvel Vault of Heroes: Captain America
Paul Tobin, Scott Gray, Craig Rousseau, Ronan
Cliq...
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$15.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: COLLECTING THE RICHEST MARVEL
ADVENTURES FOR YOUNG READERS!

The legend of CAPTAIN AMERICAN begins here when Steve
Rogers survives a WWII experiment to become a Super-
Soldier and the Sentinel of Liberty! He’ll face off against
Hydra, P.R.O.D.O.K., the Rhino, A.I.M., and even am army of
genetically re-created cavemen. Shield-slinging adventures
lead to Avengers team-ups with Spider-Man, Doctor
Strange, Black Widow, Iron Man, and more!

By writers SCOTT GRAY, ROGER LANGRIDGE, PAUL TOBIN,
TODD DEZAGO, and J.M. DeMATTEIS with artists CRAIG
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Star Wars: 10-Button Sound: Heroes
Editors of Studio Fun International
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 USD
10 pages

Summary: Discover the heroes of the Star Wars saga in
the third installment in our 10-button sound book
series. Press each button to hear iconic lines of
dialogue and cool special effects from a galaxy far, far
away!

Learn about legendary Rebel heroes Luke Skywalker,
Princess Leia, and Han Solo in this interactive sound book.
Plus, find out what it takes to be a Resistance soldier and
fight the Dark Side! Includes actual sound effects and
classic lines of dialogue from the Star Wars saga.

Doctor Who: I Am The Master : Legends of
the Renegade Time Lord
Mark Wright, Peter Anghelides, Mike Tucker, Nell
W...
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: The Doctor and the Master; their conflict of light
and dark has spanned many times and faces across the
universe. This collection - of five short stories and a novella
- explores the depths of darkness in the Master’s hearts; the
arch-schemer’s secrets and sinister ambitions revealed
through brand new adventures and encounters.

Join six incarnations of evil, undreamed of adventures, a
quest to free alien warlords, a dangerous mission to save a
vital ally, a meeting with Bram Stoker, a shattering of lives
on a distant world, a trial of wits to gain untold power, and
drop in on the Master’s latest incarnation during his 77
years of imprisonment on Earth.

The Shadows : A Novel
Alex North
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$26.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: The haunting new thriller from the New
York Times bestselling author of The Whisper Man

You knew a teenager like Charlie Crabtree. A dark
imagination, a sinister smile--always on the outside of the
group. Some part of you suspected he might be capable of
doing something awful. Twenty-five years ago, Crabtree did
just that, committing a murder to shocking that it's
attracted that strange kind of infamy that only exists on the
darkest corners of the internet--and inspired more than one
copycat.

Paul Adams remembers the case all too well: Crabtree--and

Red Dust
Yoss, David Frye
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.00 USD
208 pages

Summary: From beloved Cuban science fiction author
Yoss comes a bitingly funny space-opera homage to
Raymond Chandler, about a positronic robot detective
on the hunt for some extra-dangerous extraterrestrial
criminals.

On the intergalactic trading station William S. Burroughs,
profit is king and aliens are the kingmakers. Earthlings have
bowed to their superior power and weaponry, though the
aliens—praying-mantis-like Grodos with pheromonal speech
and gargantuan Collosaurs with a limited sense of humor—
kindly allow them to do business through properly controlled
channels.
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What the Dinosaurs Did at School
Refe Tuma, Susan Tuma
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: From the parents who brought us the web
sensation "Dinovember," comes photographic proof of
what mischief toy dinosaurs can get up to at school.

Every November, writer and social media master Refe Tuma
and his wife, Susan, work into the night to bring their four
children scenes from the secret lives of their toys--
specifically the nighttime antics of their plastic dinosaurs.
But in the follow-up to the hit What the Dinosaurs Did Last
Night, these scampish dinosaurs make the trip to school,
hidden in a kid's backpack. Each scene is photographed in
meticulous detail, letting viewers joyfully suspend disbelief
and think to themselves--just LOOK at what these

LEWSER! : More Doonesbury in the Time of
Trump
G. B. Trudeau
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: A mirthful and merciless skewering of the
Trump administration from the senior statesman of
political cartooning, Garry Trudeau.

From the Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist whose acclaimed
Yuge!: 30 Years of Doonesbury on Trump blew up the
bestseller list, G.B. Trudeau's third (and final?) collection of
Doonesbury Trump cartoons takes readers through the dark
heart of Trump's presidency and into 2020 election mania.
Including two years' worth of original Doonesbury Sundays,
full-color spreads, and 18 previously unpublished strips, the
completion of Trudeau's Trump trilogy arrives just as the
2020 election is in full swing.

Survivor Song : A Novel
Paul Tremblay
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$27.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: In a matter of weeks, Massachusetts has been
overrun by an insidious rabies-like virus that is spread by
saliva. But unlike rabies, the disease has a terrifyingly short
incubation period of an hour or less. Those infected quickly
lose their minds and are driven to bite and infect as many
others as they can before they inevitably succumb. Hospitals
are inundated with the sick and dying, and hysteria has
taken hold. To try to limit its spread, the commonwealth is
under quarantine and curfew. But society is breaking down
and the government's emergency protocols are faltering.

Dr. Ramola "Rams" Sherman, a soft-spoken pediatrician in
her mid-thirties, receives a frantic phone call from Natalie, a

Growing Things and Other Stories
Paul Tremblay
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Featuring nineteen pieces of short fiction,
Growing Things and Other Stories is an exciting and
disquieting glimpse into Paul Tremblay’s fantastically fertile
imagination.

In “The Teacher,” a Bram Stoker Award nominee for best
short story, a student is forced to watch a disturbing video
that will haunt and torment her and her classmates’ lives.

Four men rob a pawnshop at gunpoint only to vanish, one
by one, as they speed away from the crime scene in “The
Getaway.”

In “Swim Wants to Know If It’s as Bad as Swim Thinks,” a
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Battle Luna
Travis Taylor, Timothy Zahn, Michael Z.
Williamso...
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$25.00 USD
288 pages

Summary: THE EPIC FIGHT FOR INDEPENDENCE ON
OUR MOON HAS BEGUN!

The Lunar colony is a mining colony with only internal
security capabilities. Nobody had even considered that there
might soon arise a need to defend the colony from the
Earth! But that day has come. Something has been
uncovered on teh Moon. Something important. Something .
. . alien.

The Lunar colonists perceive this great discovery as their
own. Finders keepers and possession being nine-tenths of
the law is how things are on the Moon. But as far as the

The Book of Dragons : An Anthology
Jonathan Strahan
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$35.00 USD
576 pages

Summary: Here there be dragons . . .

From China to Europe, Africa to North America, dragons
have long captured our imagination in myth and legend.
Whether they are rampaging beasts awaiting a brave hero
to slay or benevolent sages who have much to teach
humanity, dragons are intrinsically connected to stories of
creation, adventure, and struggle beloved for generations.

Bringing together nearly thirty stories and poems from some
of the greatest science fiction and fantasy writers working
today—Ann Leckie & Rachel Swirsky, Daniel Abraham (who
writes as James S.A. Corey), Peter S. Beagle, Beth Cato,
Zen Cho, C. S. E Cooney, Aliette de Bodard, Kate Elliott,

Cats vs. Robots #2: Now with Fleas!
Margaret Stohl, Kay Peterson, Lewis Peterson
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: In book two, the intergalactic war between the
Feline Empire and Robot Federation has escalated to the
brink of war. Cats and robots are preparing to converge on
Earth and battle it out for the Infinity Engine. And the
inventors and safekeepers of that powerful weapon? The
Wengrod family.

Max, Min, their parents, and cousin Javi, all know the stakes
are higher than ever as the fate of their planet rests on
their shoulders.

The family creates an elite swarm of robotic fleas to attempt
infiltrating both sides and halt attacks, but will peaceful
persistence be enough? Will they ever rescue their friend

Live Long And . . . : What I Learned Along the
Way
William Shatner, David Fisher
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: "I have always felt," William Shatner says early
in his newest memoir, that "like the great comedian George
Burns, who lived to 100, I couldn’t die as long as I was
booked." And Shatner is always booked.

Still, a brief health scare in 2016 forced him to take stock.
After mulling over the lessons he's learned, the places he's
been, and all the miracles and strange occurrences he's
witnessed over the course of an enduring career in
Hollywood and on the stage, he arrived at one simple rule
for living a long and good life: don't die.

It's the only one-size-fits-all advice, Shatner argues in Live
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The Women of the Copper Country : A Novel
Mary Doria Russell
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: From the bestselling and award-winning
author of The Sparrow comes “historical fiction that
feels uncomfortably relevant today” (Kirkus Reviews)
about “America’s Joan of Arc”—the courageous woman
who started a rebellion by leading a strike against the
largest copper mining company in the world.

In July 1913, twenty-five-year-old Annie Clements has seen
enough of the world to know that it’s unfair. She’s spent her
whole life in the mining town of Calumet, Michigan, where
men risk their lives for meager salaries—and have barely
enough to put food on the table for their families. The
women labor in the houses of the elite, and send their

At the End of the World
Charles E. Gannon
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$25.00 USD
272 pages

Summary: A NEW NOVEL IN JOHN RINGO'S
BEST-SELLING BLACK TIDE RISING SERIES BY
NEBULA- AND DRAGON AWARD–NOMINATED AUTHOR
CHARLES E. GANNON

CASTAWAYS IN A ZOMBIE PLAGUE

Six kids ranging from suburban geeks to street-smart
pariahs. A British captain who rarely talks and never smiles.
All on the 70-foot pilot house ketch Crosscurrent Voyager,
bound on a senior summer cruise to adventure and serious
fun.

Night Train
David Quantick
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.95 USD
320 pages

Summary: “David Quantick is one of the best kept
secrets in the world of writing. He’s smart, funny and
unique. You should let yourself in on the secret.” - Neil
Gaiman From Emmy-Award winning author David
Quantick, Night Train is a science-fiction horror story
like no other.

A woman wakes up, frightened and alone. The room shaking
and jumping like it’s alive. The noise is terrifying. Where is
she? Stumbling through a door, she realizes she is on a train
carriage. A carriage full of the dead. A personal hell
unfolding in an apocalyptic future. This is NIGHT TRAIN. A
terrifying ride set on a driverless locomotive, heading for a

The Name of All Things
Jenn Lyons
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.99 USD
608 pages

Summary: You can have everything you want if you
sacrifice everything you believe.

Kihrin D’Mon is a wanted man.

Since he destroyed the Stone of Shackles and set demons
free across Quur, he has been on the run from the wrath of
an entire empire. His attempt to escape brings him into the
path of Janel Theranon, a mysterious Joratese woman who
claims to know Kihrin.

Janel’s plea for help pits Kihrin against all manner of
dangers: a secret rebellion, a dragon capable of destroying
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Haunted Heroine
Sarah Kuhn
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.00 USD
400 pages

Summary: The fourth book in the smart, snarky, and
action-packed Heroine series follows Evie Tanaka,
Aveda Jupiter, and Bea Tanaka as they combat a new
supernatural threat.

Everything in Evie Tanaka’s life is finally perfect. As a badass
superheroine, she defends San Francisco from demon
invasion on the regular. Her relationships with superhero
partner Aveda Jupiter, little sister Bea, and hot, half-demon
husband Nate have never been stronger. Maybe it’s possible
for a grad school dropout turned put-upon personal
assistant turned superhero to have it all?

Mephiston: City of Light
Darius Hinks
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: The final book in the Mephiston trilogy......but
how does it end?

Having fought during the devastation of Baal, Mephiston and
a cohort of Blood Angels are drawn by cryptic visions to a
wartorn world on the cusp of the Great Rift. Here, the
sorcerers of the Thousand Sons seek to unite nine Silver
Towers and bring about a ritual that will empower their
master, the daemonprimarch Magnus. The ritual must be
prevented, lest the entire subsector be cast into Chaos.
Mephiston faces a challenge like no other, of his strength

Titandeath
Guy Haley
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$9.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: Book 53 in the bestselling series, The Horus
Heresy.

Horus’s armada gathers, and he has defeated all enemies
sent against him, even the Emperor’s own executioner. One
barrier remains before he can strike for Terra and lay waste
to the Emperor’s dream.

The Beta Garmon system occupies the most direct and only
viable route to the Solar System and Terra. To break it,
Horus assembles a war host of incredible proportions and

Evil Thing
Serena Valentino
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:

Cruella De Vil is the perfect villain: stylish, witty,
relentless...and possibly cursed.

From her lonely childhood, to her iconic fashion choices, to that
fateful car crash (you know the one), Cruella tells all in this
marvelous memoir of a woman doomed. Even the cruelest
villains have best friends, true loves, and daring dreams. Now
it's Cruella’s turn to share hers.
This latest novel by the author of the wildly popular and darkly
fascinating Villains series brings readers a tale told by the Evil
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Saintsville
Brittani Louise Taylor
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$21.00 USD
240 pages

Summary: Watch out, saints. The sinners have come
home.

Eve and Maggie Abbott are desperate. Out of money, and
options, they are forced to move into one very old house. It
happens to have belonged to their dead grandmother, but
the rent is cheap, and the location is killer. That last
sentence is a joke, unless you’re into a “middle of nowhere”
vibe—and cows.

Welcome to Saintsville, population…too small to matter.

Poor girls. Their parents died four years prior, and Eve has

Bill & Ted's Excellent Comic Book Archive
Evan Dorkin
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Spend some time with your old friends Bill and
Ted in this totally resplendent, triumphant, stellar,
non-heinous and most classically excellent comic collection.

The most non-non-non-NON-heinous Eisner Award-
nominated series, Bill & Ted's Excellent Comic Book, has
returned. Station! This archive edition contains Evan
Dorkin's (Milk & Cheese, Beasts of Burden) entire 11-issue
series run on Bill &Ted's Excellent Comic Book and the Bill &
Ted's Bogus Journey adaptation completely remastered and
collected in color. Experience the comic like never before
with all-new bonus features, including original artwork, art
commissions, alternate versions of previously published

Random Sh*t Flying Through the Air
Jackson Ford
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
544 pages

Summary:
Teagan Frost -- the girl with telekinetic powers and a
killer paella recipe -- faces a new threat that could wipe
out her home forever in the second book of Jackson
Ford's irreverent fantasy series.

Teagan Frost's life is finally back on track. Her role working
for the government as a psychokinetic operative is going
well. She might also be on course for convincing her crush,
Nic Delacourt, to go out with her. And she's even managed
to craft the perfect paella.

But Teagan is about to face her biggest threat yet. A young

The Court of the Blind King
David Guymer
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: Idoneth Deepkins vs Chaos - let battle
commence.

Deep beneath the oceans of Ghyran, in kingdoms forgotten
by gods and time and overlooked by the ravages of Chaos,
the Idoneth Deepkin endure in bitter solitude. However, the
Jade Throne of Briomdar sits empty, its long isolation
threatened as never before in its history. The Everqueen’s
warsong awakens the forests of both land and sea and
everywhere the diseased knights of Nurgle fight to the last
foetid breath for the verdant Realm they claim as theirs.
But, for Prince Lurien this time of peril is one ripe with
opportunity. It will take every drop of wit, guile, and
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Broad Band : The Untold Story of the Women
Who Made the Internet
Claire L. Evans
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.00 USD
288 pages

Summary: If you loved Hidden Figures or The Rise of
the Rocket Girls, you’ll love Claire Evans’ breakthrough
book on the women who brought you the internet
—written out of history, until now.

“This is a radically important, timely work,” says Miranda
July, filmmaker and author of The First Bad Man.

The history of the internet is more than just alpha nerds,
brogrammers, and male garage-to-riches billionaires. Female
visionaries have always been at the vanguard of technology
and innovation.

Hollow Kingdom
Kira Jane Buxton
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
336 pages

Summary:
"The Secret Life of Pets meets The Walking Dead" in
this big-hearted, boundlessly beautiful romp through
the Apocalypse, where a foul-mouthed crow is
humanity's only chance to survive Seattle's zombie
problem (Karen Joy Fowler, PEN/Faulkner Award-
winning author).

S.T., a domesticated crow, is a bird of simple pleasures:
hanging out with his owner Big Jim, trading insults with
Seattle's wild crows (i.e. "those idiots"), and enjoying the
finest food humankind has to offer: Cheetos ®.

In the Palace of Shadow and Joy
D. J. Butler
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.00 USD
288 pages

Summary: NEW FAR-FUTURE PLANETARY ADVENTURE

"BARD DESPERATE FOR APPRENTICE AND ROGUE WITH
SIDELINE IN INSURANCE SEEK WORK. PREFERABLY AS
GOOD GUYS."

Indrajit Twang is the four hundred twenty-seventh epic poet
of his people, the only person alive to carry their entire epic
history and mythology in his head. His people are dwindling
in number, and if he can’t find a successor in the great city
of Kish, their story will disappear with them.

Fix grew up a foundling on the ancient streets of Kish and is

The Vanished Seas
Catherine Asaro
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: MAJOR BHAAJAN RETURNS. Book three in the
Skolian Empire Major Bhaajan series by Catherine Asaro.

SURVIVE THE CITY OF CRIES

Bhaajan grew up in the Undercity, a community hidden in
the ruins buried beneath the glittering City of Cries. Caught
between the astonishing beauty and crushing poverty of
that life, and full by wanderlust, she enlisted in the military.
Now retired, Major Bhaajan is a private investigator who
solves cases for the House of Majda, a royal family centered
in Cries. The powerful elite of the City of Cries are
disappearing, and only Bhaajan, who grew up in the
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Vampire State Building
Ange, Patrick Renault, Charlie Adlard
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: The newest horror series from the artist of The
Walking Dead! Get ready to be bitten from the first full color
page...

Terry Fisher is a young soldier on the verge of being sent
away for active military duty, and is going to meet his
friends at the top of the Empire State Building for a farewell
party. But suddenly a legion of vampires attacks the
skyscraper and massacres its occupants. Hounded in the
102 floors that have become a deadly trap, Terry must take
decisive action to save himself and his friends - and the city
of New York - before the army of abominations, and the
terrible vampire god within, walled in the building since its

Wild Thing Or: My Life As A Wolf
Clayton Junior
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: Wild Thing Or: My Life as a Wolf is the story of
an affectionate and inquisitive Labrador named Silver, who
grew up on a farm with his master and his hundreds of
sheep. But Silver dreams of adventure, bored by the
monotony of his farm life... What is beyond the hills? Where
does the river flow? Which animals live in the forest? So
many questions without answers...

One night, Silver meets a trio of hungry wolves. Attracted
by their unhindered life-as enticing as it is dangerous-he
decides to follow them, and learns to live the wild life with
the pack, which is rough and exhilarating at the same time.
Along the way he discovers love, and the ravages of human

Little Poet Edgar Allan Poe: Nevermore!
Kate Coombs, Carme Lemniscates
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$9.99 USD
22 pages

Summary: Introduce brilliant babies to the mysterious
poetry of Edgar Allan Poe through his poem “The Raven.”

Little Poet Edgar Allan Poe: Nevermore! introduces toddlers
to Poe’s renowned poem “The Raven.” Exploring love, loss,
and grief, Kate Coombs’ tender story, Poe’s own lyrical
words, and Carme Lemniscates’ charming, cheeky, and
adorable art will teach your child to Be Creative and Be
Brilliant and familiarize them with a great American poet.
“Nevermore,” quoth the raven!

Firefly - The Magnificent Nine
James Lovegrove
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.95 USD
384 pages

Summary: The second original novel from the
much-missed Space Western Firefly, produced with
Joss Whedon as consulting editor, set between the TV
series and the movie Serenity.

A cosmic cry for help

Captain Mal Reynolds is in a fix. He’d like nothing more than
to find honest smuggling work that stays under the
Alliance’s radar and keeps the good ship Serenity in the sky.
But when an old flame of Jayne Cobb’s sends a desperate
plea across the galaxy, his crew has other ideas.
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Live to Tell the Tale : Combat Tactics for
Player Characters
Keith Ammann
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$26.00 USD
240 pages

Summary: From the author of The Monsters Know
What They’re Doing comes an introduction to combat
tactics for Dungeons & Dragons players.

On the heels of The Monsters Know What They’re Doing—a
compilation of villainous battle plans for Dungeon Masters
based on the author’s popular blog—Live to Tell the Tale
evens the score, providing beginning and intermediate D&D
players the tools they need to fight back. Examining combat
roles, class features, party composition, positioning,
debilitating conditions, attacking combinations, action
economy, and the ever-important consideration of the best
ways to run away, Live to Tell the Tale will help you get the

Paying the Land
Joe Sacco
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$29.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: The Dene have lived in the vast Mackenzie River
Valley since time immemorial, by their account. To the
Dene, the land owns them, not the other way around, and it
is central to their livelihood and very way of being. But the
subarctic Canadian Northwest Territories are home to
valuable resources, including oil, gas, and diamonds. With
mining came jobs and investment, but also road-building,
pipelines, and toxic waste, which scarred the landscape, and
alcohol, drugs, and debt, which deformed a way of life.

In Paying the Land, Joe Sacco travels the frozen North to
reveal a people in conflict over the costs and benefits of
development. The mining boom is only the latest assault on

Wonder Woman 1984: The Junior Novel
Calliope Glass
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: An all-new chapter in the Wonder Woman story
. . .

Diana Prince has been living quietly among mortals in the
era of excess: the 1980s.

Though she’s come into her full powers, she maintains a low
profile, curating ancient artifacts at the Smithsonian and
performing heroic acts incognito. But now Diana will have to
step directly into the spotlight and muster all her wisdom,
strength, and courage to battle villains Max Lord and The
Cheetah and save mankind from a world of its own making,
proving she is a hero for our time, for all time, for
everyone.

The Marked Volume 1: Fresh Ink
David Hine, Brian Haberlin, Geirrod Van Dyke
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
176 pages

Summary:
Their magic is channeled through their tats!

The Marked may look like cool young influencers, but beneath the
designer clothes their bodies are tattooed with the magical glyphs of
an ancient order that secretly protects the world against evil forces.
With no new occult threats, The Marked use their tattooed powers
solely for the pursuit of pleasure until a young woman called Liza
creates a dangerous new form of Hybrid Sorcery. The party is over
for The Marked.

You'll believe in magic - terrifying, soul-destroying magic.
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Unpresidented
Kieron Dwyer
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 USD
160 pages

Summary:
Collects cartoons by fan-favorite comic book creator KIERON
DWYER. Taking aim at hypocrisy, greed, stupidity, and cultural chaos
in the age of Trump, UNPRESIDENTED features a wide range of
sharp-witted illustrations lampooning the bizarre course of American
politics and culture since the fateful escalator ride of 2015. Fans of
political humor and social commentary should not pass this by.

Scullion : A Dishwasher's Guide to Mistaken
Identity
Jarad Greene
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: “As quirky and fresh as a D&D campaign
with your best friends." – Ashley Poston, author of
Geekerella

In celebrity-obsessed Timberwood Village, the great warrior
Riqa is an icon who’s about to throw the wedding of the
century, and local teens Darlis and Mae are just two humble
dishwashers. Until, that is, Riqa mysteriously disappears and
an unsuspecting Darlis is mistaken for her! It seems like an
honest mistake, until he realizes that these two troll siblings
want to capture and hold him for ransom, with Mae getting
caught in the mix-up. To get out of this predicament, these
dishwashers will have to get their hands a little dirty. Armed

Friday Foster
Jim Lawrence, Jorge Longaron
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$39.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: The Friday Foster comic strip is the story ofa
former nightclub “camera bunny” turned photographer’s
assistant turned fashion model. With an innate inclination to
help others and a natural beauty that makes her a magnet
for men, Friday often finds herself in some very sticky
situations and world class adventures.

For the FIRST TIME EVER, the classic FRIDAY FOSTER
newspaper color comic strip created by James D. “Jim”
Lawrence (of Buck Rogers and James Bond fame) and
illustrated by Jorge “Jordi” Longarón then later Gray Morrow
is collected. The strip ran from 1974-1970 and inspired the
1975 movie of the same name starring Pam Grier. The strip

The Big Book of Mars : From Ancient Egypt to
The Martian, A Deep-Space Dive into Our
Obsession with the Red Planet
Marc Hartzman
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$24.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: Filled with entertaining history, archival
images, pop culture ephemera, and interviews with
NASA scientists, The Big Book of Mars is the most
comprehensive look at our relationship with
Mars—yesterday, today, and tomorrow.

Mars has been a source of fascination and speculation ever
since the Ancient Sumerians observed its blood-red hue and
named it for their god of war and plague. But it wasn’t until
1877, when “canals” were observed on the surface of the
Red Planet, suggesting the presence of water, that
scientists, novelists, filmmakers, and entrepreneurs became
obsessed with the question of whether there’s life on Mars.
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Hard Wired
Len Vlahos
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Quinn thinks he’s a normal fifteen-year-old. He
plays video games, spends time with his friends, and
crushes on a girl named Shea. But a shocking secret brings
his entire world crashing down: he’s not a boy. He’s an
artificial intelligence.
When Quinn learns the truth—that he’s part of a
multibillion-dollar university experiment and the first fully
self-aware AI in the world—his life spirals into a never-
ending nightmare.
Everything he knew was a lie. Scientists perform cruel
experiments on him, and his only link to the outside world is
monitored 24/7. Quinn finds himself completely alone, until
he connects with Shea, the real girl behind the virtual

Or What You Will
Jo Walton
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$26.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: He has been too many things to count. He has
been a dragon with a boy on his back. He has been a
scholar, a warrior, a lover, and a thief. He has been dream
and dreamer. He has been a god.

But “he” is in fact nothing more than a spark of idea, a
character in the mind of Sylvia Harrison, 73, award-winning
author of thirty novels over forty years. He has played a
part in most of those novels, and in the recesses of her
mind, Sylvia has conversed with him for years.

But Sylvia won't live forever, any more than any human
does. And he's trapped inside her cave of bone, her hollow

Kiki's Delivery Service
Eiko Kadono, Emily Balistrieri
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$16.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: Nostalgic fans of the Hiyao Miyazaki film
and newcomers alike—soar into the modern classic
about a young witch and her clever cat that started it
all!

Half-witch Kiki never runs from a challenge. So when her
thirteenth birthday arrives, she’s eager to follow a witch’s
tradition: choose a new town to call home for one year.
Brimming with confidence, Kiki flies to the seaside village of
Koriko and expects that her powers will easily bring
happiness to the townspeople. But gaining the trust of the
locals is trickier than she expected. With her faithful,
wise-cracking black cat, Jiji, by her side, Kiki forges new

Kerry and the Knight of the Forest
Andi Watson
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Kerry might be lost in this fantastical
middle-grade graphic novel, but that doesn’t mean he’ll
give up! With twists and turns at every part of this
journey, Kerry’s adventure is perfect for fans of Amulet
and Mighty Jack.

Kerry needs to get home; his parents are sick. When a spirit
in the forest lets him know of a shortcut, Kerry finds himself
on a quest filled with magic, self-discovery, and new
friends…who may or may not help him on his journey. Will
he make it through the forest and get home in time to save
his parents?
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Klawde: Evil Alien Warlord Cat: Enemies #2
Johnny Marciano, Emily Chenoweth, Robb
Mommaerts
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: “Applaud for KLAWDE. Two paws up!”—Dav
Pilkey, creator of the Dog Man series.

“Funny, savage, and brilliant, Klawde is the pet I wish I
had.”—Max Brallier, author of the New York Times Best
Seller The Last Kids on Earth

Klawde is not your basic cat. He’s an emperor from
another planet, exiled to Earth. He’s cruel. He’s
cunning. He’s brilliant…and he’s also Raj Banerjee’s
best friend.

Now in paperback!

Klawde: Evil Alien Warlord Cat #1
Johnny Marciano, Emily Chenoweth, Robb
Mommaerts
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: “Applaud for KLAWDE. Two paws up!”—Dav
Pilkey, creator of the Dog Man series.

“Funny, savage, and brilliant, Klawde is the pet I wish I
had.”—Max Brallier, author of the New York Times Best
Seller The Last Kids on Earth

Klawde is not your average cat. He’s an emperor from
another planet, exiled to Earth. He’s cruel. He’s
cunning. He’s brilliant…and he’s about to become Raj
Banerjee’s best friend. Whether he likes it or not.

Now in paperback!

The Secret Explorers and the Comet Collision
SJ King
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Blast-off into space in this second
adventure with The Secret Explorers, a brand-new
fiction series.

This group of brilliant kids comes together from all four
corners of the globe to fix problems, solve mysteries, and
gather knowledge all over the planet - and beyond.
Whenever their help is needed, a special sign will appear on
a door. They step through to the Exploration Station and
receive their mission…

In The Secret Explorers and the Comet Collision, space
expert Roshni leads a mission that’s out of this world -

Every Sky a Grave : A Novel
Jay Posey
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$27.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: The first novel in an exciting new series,
Every Sky a Grave is a thrilling space epic following a
powerful woman who can destroy planets with a single
word but is suddenly faced with an adversary that
threatens the entire known universe.

Far in the future, human beings have seeded themselves
amongst the stars. Since decoding the language of the
universe 8,000 years ago, they have reached the very edges
of their known galaxy and built a near-utopia across
thousands of worlds, united and ruled by a powerful
organization known as the Ascendance. The peaceful
stability of their society relies solely on their use of this
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Frogcatchers
Jeff Lemire
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Experience a surreal descent into one man’s
psychosis in this haunting and chilling graphic novel
from the New York Times bestselling author of
Roughneck and Sweet Tooth, hailed as “the Stephen
King of comics” (Maclean’s).

A man wakes up alone in a strange room with no
recollection of who he is or how he got there. The padlocked
doors and barren lobby reinforce the strangeness of this
place. This is—as he reads from an old-fashioned keychain
beside his bed—the Edgewater Hotel. Even worse,
something ominous seems to be lurking in one of the
rooms.

Everything I Need to Know I Learned in the
Twilight Zone : A Fifth-Dimension Guide to
Life
Mark Dawidziak
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Can you live your life by what The Twilight Zone
has to teach you? Yes, and maybe you should. The proof is
in this lighthearted collection of life lessons, ground rules,
inspirational thoughts, and stirring reminders found in Rod
Serling’s timeless fantasy series. Written by veteran TV critic
Mark Dawidziak, this unauthorized tribute is a celebration of
the classic anthology show; but also, on another level, a
kind of fifth-dimension self-help book, with each lesson
supported by the morality tales told by Serling and his
writers.

The notion that “it’s never too late to reinvent yourself”
soars through “The Last Flight,’’ in which a World War I flier

Unconquerable Sun
Kate Elliott
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$27.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: GENDER-SWAPPED ALEXANDER THE GREAT ON
AN INTERSTELLAR SCALE

Princess Sun has finally come of age.

Growing up in the shadow of her mother, Eirene, has been
no easy task. The legendary queen-marshal did what
everyone thought impossible: expel the invaders and build
Chaonia into a magnificent republic, one to be
respected—and feared.

But the cutthroat ambassador corps and conniving noble
houses have never ceased to scheme—and they have plans

A Peculiar Peril
Jeff VanderMeer
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 USD
656 pages

Summary: After Jonathan Lambshead’s elusive grandfather
dies, the recently orphaned teenager inherits the family
mansion—and its contents. Jonathan soon discovers that the
mansion’s basement holds more than just oddities: three
doors serve as portals, with one leading to an alt-Earth
called Aurora, where magic abounds, history has been
re-written, and an occult dictator called Aleister Crowley
leads an army pillaging alt-Europe. Jonathan learns of his
destiny as a member of The Order, a secret society devoted
to keeping our world separate from Aurora, and embarks on
an epic quest to protect Earth from Crowley’s dark magic.

Over the course of the duology, Jonathan uncovers more of
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The Falcon (Marvel Avengers)
Frank Berrios, Shane Clester
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$4.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: Marvel’s high-flying Avenger, the Falcon,
soars into his first Little Golden Book!

Meet Marvel’s the Falcon as he takes to the sky in search of
adventure with his amazing allies, Captain America and the
rest of the Avengers. Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love
this action-packed Little Golden Book as they learn about
the high-flying hero’s amazing tech—as well as his friends
and fiercest foes!

Series Overview: Series: Little Golden Books enjoy nearly
100% consumer recognition. They feature beloved classics,
hot licenses, and new original stories…the classics of

Three Big Bullies! (DC Super Heroes: Wonder
Woman)
Christy Webster, Pernille Orum
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 USD
32 pages

Summary: Wonder Woman(TM), the most iconic
female super hero of all time, tackles some big bullies
in this Step into Reading leveled reader, which includes
full-color stickers!

When gigantic foe Giganta teams up with other villains,
Wonder Woman(TM) stands up to them all in this action-
packed Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader. Wonder
Woman and the readers of this book will quickly learn that it
doesn’t matter what size or shape you are, but rather how
strong your character is. This exciting story with its
empowerment theme is sure to be a hit with girls and boys
ages 4 to 6 and their parents. Plus the two sheets of

My Little Super Hero Word Book (DC Justice
League)
Random House
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$6.99 USD
22 pages

Summary: This brand-new board book series for
toddlers features super-cute versions of Batman(TM),
Wonder Woman(TM), and other favorite DC super
heroes—plus an eye-catching foil cover!

Brave, strong, and smart are what you want your little one
to be, and the inspirational words and super-sweet
illustrations of Batman, Wonder Woman, and Superman(TM)
featured in this sturdy board book make it great for boys
and girls ages 2 to 5. The adorable art and simple text
make it perfect for naptime, bedtime, or any time!

Series Overview: This sturdy board book with foil cover

Mirage : A Novel
Somaiya Daud
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$10.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: Princess. Rebel. Spy.

In a world dominated by the brutal Vathek empire,
eighteen-year-old Amani is a dreamer. She dreams of what
life was like before the occupation; she dreams of writing
poetry like the old-world poems she adores; she dreams of
receiving a sign from Dihya that one day, she, too, will have
adventure, and travel beyond her isolated home.

But when adventure comes for Amani, it is not what she
expects: she is kidnapped by the regime and taken in secret
to the royal palace, where she discovers that she is nearly
identical to the cruel half-Vathek Princess Maram. The
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Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.: The Beast of Vargu
and Others
Mike Mignola, Scott Allie, Christopher Mitten,
Ada...
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: Face the mysterious Lambton Worm, track
down an ancient corpse collector in the untamed
wilderness, and more in this collection of monster
meet-ups!

Some of Hellboy’s most notorious exploits, including the
story of Eisner Award-winning one-shot Hellboy:
Krampusnacht, await in this new short story collection!

Mike Mignola and Scott Allie are joined by veteran Hellboy
artists Ben Stenbeck, Adam Hughes, Christopher Mitten, and
Duncan Fegredo to present stories collected for the first
time in paperback, complete with bonus sketchbook section.

Binti: The Complete Trilogy
Nnedi Okorafor
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, the omnibus of the
Hugo- and Nebula-award-winning Binti trilogy tells the
story of one extraordinary girl’s journey from her home
on Earth to distant Oomza University.

In her Hugo- and Nebula-winning novella, Nnedi Okorafor
introduced us to Binti, a young Himba girl with the chance
of a lifetime: to attend the prestigious Oomza University.
Despite her family’s concerns, Binti’s talent for mathematics
and her aptitude with astrolabes make her a prime
candidate to undertake this interstellar journey.

But everything changes when the jellyfish-like Medusae

Captain Marvel: Beware the Flerken!
Calliope Glass, Rob McClurkan
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 USD
32 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Hello! I am Goose.
I look like a cat.
But I am not a cat.
I am a Flerken!

In this adorable picture book told from Goose's point of
view, our favorite Flerken embarks on an adventure
alongside Captain Marvel that leads them to Louisiana,
where Goose SLORPS some alligators and finds a new friend
in Monica Rambeau! And while Goose may look like a cat,
she's most certainly a Flerken—a cute little alien with . . .
well, you'll see.

How to Write a Story : (Read-Aloud Book,
Learn to Read and Write)
Kate Messner, Mark Siegel
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.99 USD
36 pages

Summary: The inspiring sequel to the 2015 Parent's
Choice Winner, How to Read a Story!

Step 1: Choose an idea for your story. A good one.
Step 2: Decide on a setting. Don't be afraid to mix things
up.
Step 3: Create a heroine—or a hero.
Now: Begin.

Accomplished storytellers Kate Messner and Mark Siegel
playfully chronicle the process of becoming a writer in this
fun follow-up to How to Read a Story, guiding young
storytellers through the joys and challenges of the writing
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The Beginning or the End : How
Hollywood—and America—Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love the Bomb
Greg Mitchell
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$27.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: The shocking and significant story of how
the White House and Pentagon scuttled an epic
Hollywood production.

"Greg Mitchell is the best kind of historian, a true
storyteller."
—Kai Bird, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of American
Prometheus

Soon after atomic bombs exploded over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in 1945, MGM set out to make a movie studio
chief Louis B. Mayer called “the most important story” he
would ever film: a big budget dramatization of the

Athena Voltaire and the Terror on the Orient
Express
Steve Bryant, Chris Murrin, Yusuf Idris, Jason
Mil...
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: On a luxury train departing from Istanbul, a
reunion with an old friend turns deadly. With passengers
being murdered in a grisly fashion, it’s up to Athena Voltaire
to destroy the supernatural creature behind the killings!
Bonus: Three short stories from Athena’s past!

Unrig : How to Fix Our Broken Democracy
Daniel G. Newman, George O'Connor
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$28.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Paul Perry is an ideal candidate for the
Democratic Party. He's a young Black man with an Ivy
League education and a compelling life story who is running
on a platform of affordable healthcare and better salaries for
teachers. But he finds that it takes more than
determination, hard work, and a political science degree to
defeat his opponents—it takes deep pockets. His campaign
comes to a screeching halt, not because of a scandal or a
lack of community support, but because he couldn’t raise
enough funds.

This is one of the many stories in Unrig. Using short
histories, biographical sketches, and current events,

The Wizerd Vol. 1 : And the Potion of Dreams!
Michael Sweater, Rachel Dukes
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Adventure awaits! A quest is afoot! Excitement
abounds! And it’s very much disturbing the Wizerd’s peace
and quiet . . .

When a young, aspiring warrior shows up looking for the
one and only wizerd who can help her make a wish-granting
potion, she’s quickly disappointed to realize that wizerd is
gone. This wizerd is his offspring and has little interest in
leaving the tower, no matter how big and mighty this
warrior will be if she gets her wish granted.

Finally, convinced a little excitement might be a nice
change, the Wizerd reluctantly agrees to help gather the
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A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor : A Novel
Hank Green
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$27.00 USD
464 pages

Summary: April May and the Carls are back in the
already-anticipated sequel to Hank Green’s #1 New
York Times bestselling debut novel, An Absolutely
Remarkable Thing.

Who has the right to change the world forever?

How will we live online?

How do we find comfort in an increasingly isolated
world?

The Carls disappeared the same way they appeared, in an

More Sex, Better Zen, Faster Bullets : The
Encyclopedia of Hong Kong Film
Jackie Chan, Mike Wilkins, Stefan Hammond
Pub Date: 7/11/20
$28.95 USD
344 pages

Summary: How and why did films from Hong Kong — a
former British Crown Colony and map-speck — become so
popular? Post-WWII, creative freedom was scarce in Asia,
but Hong Kong was a safe space for filmmakers seeking to
profit from overseas Chinese markets and Chinatowns
worldwide. Both Shaw Brothers and Golden Harvest set up
massive operations in Hong Kong and let the celluloid slip.
By the 1980s, Hong Kong's Sammo Hung and Jackie Chan
were famous throughout Asia. Their winning formula of
humour and martial arts prowess ripped through kung fu
stereotypes, while filmmakers like Tsui Hark and Ringo Lam
served up fantasy, horror and noir crime dramas for rabid
cinemagoing hordes in the grindhouses of Kowloon. It was a

No Dominion
Louise Welsh
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$15.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: 'A vivid, action-packed journey through a
post-apocalyptic world. Terrifying and touching in
equal measure, the novel is a love story, an adventure,
a road movie, a family drama and a murder mystery
rolled into one' The Times Scotland

It is seven years after the Sweats wiped out most of the
world's population. Survivors settled on the Orkney Islands
are trying to build a new society but their world crashes for
a second time when the islands' teenagers vanish. Stevie
and Magnus are the only ones who can bring them home.

Stevie hasn't been back to the mainland since she escaped
to the islands after a desperate flight north from London.

The Orphanage of Gods
Helena Coggan
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$13.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: Twenty years ago, the humans
came for their gods.
In the bloody revolution, gods were all but wiped out. Ever
since, the children they left behind have been imprisoned in
an orphanage, watched day and night by the ruthless
Guard. Any who show signs of divine power vanish from
their beds in the night, all knowledge of their existence
denied.

No one has ever escaped the orphanage.

Until now.
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Red Noise
John P. Murphy
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Caught up in a space station turf war
between gangs and corrupt cops, a lone asteroid miner
decides to take them all down.

When an asteroid miner comes to Station 35 looking to sell
her cargo and get back to the solitude she craves, she gets
swept up in a three-way standoff with gangs and crooked
cops. Faced with either taking sides or cleaning out the
Augean Stables, she breaks out the grenades.

Undiscovered Country Volume 1
Scott Snyder, Charles Soule, Giuseppe Camuncoli,
D...
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$9.99 USD
144 pages

Summary:
The smash hit series written by New York Times bestselling writers
SCOTT SNYDER (WYTCHES, AD: AFTER DEATH) and CHARLES
SOULE (CURSE WORDS, Oracle Year) with art by GIUSEPPE
CAMUNCOLI (The Amazing Spider-Man, Darth Vader, Hellblazer),
DANIELE ORLANDINI (Darth Vader) and Eisner Award-winning
colorist MATT WILSON (THE WICKED + THE DIVINE, PAPER
GIRLS) gets its first collection!

In UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY, readers will journey into an
unknown region that was once the United States of America-a
mysterious land that has been literally walled off from the rest of the
world for well over a century. Two small expeditions enter the former

Streamliner
Fane
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$24.99 USD
160 pages

Summary:
An abandoned stretch of road in the middle of the desert, a rusty old gas
sta on, and a plume of dust rising in the distance... When Billy Joe steps
onto old Evel O'Neil's property, trouble follows close behind: misfits,
criminals, cops, and media, all of them in search of freedom, jus ce, and
glory... But only the fastest one among them will get it... A high-speed
rock-n-roll blockbuster full of fast cars, mysteries, ques onable an heroes,
and a whole lot of ac on.

Star Trek: The U.S.S. Voyager NCC-74656
Illustrated Handbook : Captain Janeway's
Ship from Star Trek: Voyager
Ben Robinson
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$34.95 USD
184 pages

Summary: Captain Kathryn Janeway’s Starship
Voyager! Lavishly illustrated with detailed technical
information, this third volume in the Illustrated
Handbook series features the U.S.S. Voyager from the
hit Star Trek TV series.

This Star Trek Illustrated Handbook is an in-depth,
illustrated guide to the U.S.S. Voyager NCC-74656, using
detailed artworks of key locations, including the bridge,
sickbay, and main engineering, plus its shuttlecraft,
equipment, and the Delta Flyer. This book explores the
technology and science behind Janeway’s ship, and how it
was adapted to meet the demands of the Delta quadrant.
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Complete Chester Gould's Dick Tracy Volume
28
Chester Gould
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$44.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: The adventures of this iconic square-jawed
detective fighting a menagerie of grotesque villains
remains one of the highlights in the history of not just
comics but crime fiction in general.

In these latter-day Dick Tracy adventures Chester Gould
again proves that he was never one to rest on his laurels.
The square-jawed detective fights it out with one thug after
another, including Lispy and the visually grotesque villain
appropriately named The Brain. These stories are replete
with murder, suicide, gangland execution, dope smuggling, a
deadly natural disaster, and not one but two main characters
on the verge of death. The singular motive behind it all?

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The IDW
Collection Volume 11
Kevin Eastman, Tom Waltz, Damian Couceiro,
Brahm R...
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$59.99 USD
392 pages

Summary: Presenting the complete TMNT stories in
recommended reading order, including one-shots,
crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner
could need, everything a diehard could want.

Discover the secret origins of the Triceratons: how they
began on Earth, what that means for their return, and how
they successfully rebelled against their Utrom captors! After
a millennia away from home, the Triceratons are at last free
to return home. They come in peace, but how will the world
react to a Triceraton “invasion” in the heart of New York
City? About how you would expect, especially when the
Earth Protection Force gets involved. As the three-pronged

GLOW vs The Babyface
A.J. Mendez, Aimee Garcia, Hannah Templer
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$17.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: The Gorgeous Ladies Of Wrestling are back
in a new touching, hilarious, and smackdown-filled
adventure!

Ruth, Debbie, Carmen (better know as Zoya the Destroya,
Liberty Belle, and Machu Picchu) and all their fellow GLOW
costars face a different kind of foe…a news anchor! They
have to learn the art of the promo to convince the media
that GLOW isn’t a bad influence on children, when they
discover a much bigger problem—a runaway who’s been
living under the ring! But really, how much trouble can she
cause?

Dark Shadows the Complete Paperback
Library Reprint Volume 7 : The Secret of
Barnabas Collins
Marylin Ross
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: The original, classic, Dark Shadows books from
the Paperback Library, return with Hermes Press' archival
reprint of all 32 titles in the series beginning with the first
novel which first saw print in December, 1966.
The seventh book in this reprint series is titled “The Secret
of Barnabas Collins.” Each book in the series was written by
William Edward Daniel Ross who used the pen name Marilyn
Ross.

While searching for the woman who will replace his long-lost
Josette, and thus end the terrible curse upon him, Barnabas
meets lovely Clare Duncan. The story of their romance--and
of the terror it brings to the beautiful young noblewoman--is
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Dark Shadows the Complete Paperback
Library Reprint Volume 8 : The Demon of
Barnabas Collins
Marylin Ross
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: The original, classic, Dark Shadows books from
the Paperback Library, return with Hermes Press' archival
reprint of all 32 titles in the series beginning with the first
novel which first saw print in December, 1966.
The eighth book in this reprint series is titled “The Demon of
Barnabas Collins.” Each book in the series was written by
William Edward Daniel Ross who used the pen name Marilyn
Ross.

The arrival of a movie company at Collinwood gives
Barnabas a chance to escape Angelique's awful curse - the
curse which has made him one of the living dead.
Barnabas meets and falls in love with beautiful film star Rita

Episodes
Christopher Priest
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$24.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Christopher Priest is one of the most acclaimed
writers of both SF and literary fiction at work today. Here,
for the first time in almost twenty years, is a collection of
his short work. Largely previously uncollected, ranging from
the horrific to the touching, the science fictional to the
realist, these stories are a perfect demonstration of the
breadth and power of Priest's writing.

Eleven stories are included, along with commentary and
reflection from the author. Within these pages you will
discover the stage magic-inspired horror of 'The Head and
the Hand', the timeslip accidents of 'futouristic.co.uk', the
impossible romance of 'Palely Loitering' and the present-day

Star Trek: Discovery: Die Standing
John Jackson Miller
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$16.00 USD
400 pages

Summary: An all-new novel based upon the explosive
Star Trek TV series!

No one in the history of histories has lost more than Philippa
Georgiou, ruler of the Terran Empire. Forced to take refuge
in the Federation’s universe, she bides her time until Section
31, a rogue spy force within Starfleet, offers her a chance to
work as their agent. She has no intention of serving under
anyone else, of course; her only interest is escape.

But when a young Trill, Emony Dax, discovers a powerful
interstellar menace, Georgiou recognizes it as a
superweapon that escaped her grasp in her own universe.

The Swords of El Cid
Robert E Waters
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
225 pages

Summary: A fantasy set in the alt-historical world of
Starybogow that features conspiracies in the court of
Ferdinand and Isabella

The year is 1502, and the Eldar Gods are furious!

They seek a doorway into this world, but Catherine of
Aragon and Fymurip Azat have other plans. On a mission for
the Hanseatic League and hot off their adventures in The
Cross of Saint Boniface, they enter Spain seeking to steal
Tizona, the fabled sword of Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, aka El
Cid, one of the finest Medieval warriors of Spain. Their way
is fraught with dangers incalculable: spirit bulls, treacherous
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All Up
J. W. Rinzler
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$30.00 USD
624 pages

Summary: Bestselling Star Wars author and former
Lucasfilm creative executive J. W. Rinzler combines
actual and speculative history in a sweeping
re-creation of the dramatic race to develop rockets,
dominate the skies over Earth, and explore our Solar
System—an epic that rages through World War II and
culminates with the Apollo 11 mission to the Moon.

“With its fascinating personalities that only Rinzler could
describe, All Up can’t be put down.”—David Mandel, Veep
executive producer

All Up plunges its readers into the cloak-and-dagger

Queen of Storms : Book Two of The Firemane
Saga
Raymond E. Feist
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$29.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Hatushaly and his young wife Hava have arrived
in the prosperous trading town of Beran’s Hill to restore and
reopen the fire-damaged Inn of the Three Stars. They are
also preparing for the popular midsummer festival, where
their friends Declan and Gwen will be wed.

But Hatu and Hava are not the ordinary loving couple they
appear to be. They are assassins from the mysterious island
of Coaltachin, home to the powerful and lethal Nocusara,
the fearsome “Hidden Warriors.” Posing as innkeepers, they
are awaiting instructions from their masters in the Kingdom
of Night.

Hatu conceals an even more dangerous secret. He is the

Garfield Easy as Pie : His 69th Book
Jim Davis
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$15.00 USD
96 pages

Summary: Garfield’s back in this brand-new full-color
compilation comic strip book—truly a must-have for
fans!

Garfield returns—weighing more than ever!—for his 69th
book. They’re all here—Jon, Odie, Nermal, and, of course,
our favorite fat cat, Garfield!

Publication History: Trade Paperback Original Compilation

Peace Talks : A Novel of the Dresden Files
Jim Butcher
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$28.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: HARRY DRESDEN IS BACK AND READY FOR
ACTION in the new entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Dresden Files.

When the supernatural nations of the world meet up to
negotiate an end to ongoing hostilities, Harry Dresden,
Chicago’s only professional wizard, joins the White Council’s
security team to make sure the talks stay civil. But can he
succeed when dark political manipulations threaten the very
existence of Chicago—and all he holds dear?

Story Locale: alternate Chicago
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When Jackals Storm the Walls
Bradley Beaulieu
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$28.00 USD
528 pages

Summary: The fifth book in The Song of the Shattered
Sands series—an epic fantasy with a desert setting,
filled with rich worldbuilding and pulse-pounding
action.

The reign of the kings of Sharakhai has been broken. The
blood mage, Queen Meryam, now rules the city along with
the descendants of the fabled twelve kings.

In the desert, Çeda has succeeded in breaking the asirim’s
curse. Those twisted creatures are now free, but their
freedom comes at great cost. Nalamae lies dead, slain in
battle with her sister goddess. Çeda, knowing Nalamae

Jest Right
Piers Anthony
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$16.99 USD
298 pages

Summary: All of Xanth is a stage as an unlikely hero
saves the show in the New York Times–bestselling
series.

There’s no shortage of laughs when Jess is around; she’s
been cursed to have nobody take her seriously. But her
dubious talent comes in handy when she meets the very
handsome showman Magnus. He promises to fake taking
her seriously—if Jess joins his traveling show.

But first they must see the Good Magician. He will give
them the use of the flying Fire Boat to tour the realm if they
complete a quest. The only problem is, he can’t remember

Gideon the Ninth
Tamsyn Muir
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$17.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: “Unlike anything I’ve ever read. ” —V.E.
Schwab

“Lesbian necromancers explore a haunted gothic
palace in space!” —Charles Stross

Starred reviews from Publishers Weekly, Kirkus,
Library Journal, BookPage, and Booklist

The Emperor needs necromancers.

The Ninth Necromancer needs a swordswoman.

Asterix #38 : The Chieftain's Daughter
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$9.99 USD
48 pages

Summary: Top secret new story for Asterix's 60th
Anniversary, stay tuned!
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Asterix Omnibus #1 : Collects Asterix the
Gaul, Asterix and the Golden Sickle, and
Asterix and the Goths
René Goscinny, Albert Uderzo
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: Asterix is celebrating 60 sensational years as an
international comics superstar, and in the first collected
edition from Papercutz, the stories are newly translated into
American English for a new generation of fans! The story of
Asterix starts here. These are the first three adventures of
Asterix as he defends his tiny village from the overwhelming
forces of the Roman Empire. Join the short, spunky, and
super-powerful warrior from Gaul and his faithful friends--
including the boar-eating delivery man Obelix and the
ecologically-minded canine, Dogmatix--as they battle to
protect their village against impossible odds. Asterix
Omnibus volume one collects “Asterix the Gaul,” “Asterix
and the Golden Sickle,” and “Asterix and the Goths.” Three

Asterix Omnibus #2 : Collects Asterix the
Gladiator, Asterix and the Banquet, and
Asterix and Cleopatra
René Goscinny, Albert Uderzo
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: Asterix mixes it up with everyone from Julius
Caesar to Cleopatra in this outstanding Omnibus!
After conquering Europe, where this feisty, little warrior is a
true pop culture super-star, Asterix is invading America with
another three classic adventures, newly translated into
American English. Asterix conquered Europe ironically by
keeping his tiny village in Gaul from being conquered by the
Roman Empire. Turns out, Asterix and his fellow villagers
have a secret weapon, a potion that imbues them all with
super strength. But the Romans aren’t about to give up no
matter how many times Asterix and his friends fend them
off. These classic comics are not only incredibly entertaining,
but the historic figures are brought to life in a way that’s

Dragon Heart
Peter Higgins
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$15.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: For readers of Cormac McCarthy and Justin
Cronin, this is the story of one family's battle for
survival in a world where evil has already won.

As they fight their way across a dying land, Shay and Cass
will do anything to keep their daughter, Hope, alive. The
family faces unimaginable dangers as they try to stay
together, and stay alive, long enough to reach safety. But
when the heart of a dragon starts to beat in Hope's chest,
they fear they'll lose her to a battle they can't possibly help
her win . . .

Critically acclaimed author Peter Higgins has written a richly

Diana and the Island of No Return
Aisha Saeed
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$16.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Warrior. Princess. Hero. Diana’s destiny is
to be the world’s greatest female super hero…if she
can survive this action-packed adventure!

Young Princess Diana is fierce and whip-smart, and she
loves her island home of Themyscira. Her deepest wish is to
be able to train with the rest of the Amazons and protect
her homeland—but she’s told it’s out of the question. This is
the year Diana hopes to persuade her mother, Queen
Hippolyta, to let her learn how to fight when the world’s
most powerful women gather on Themyscira for a festival to
celebrate their different cultures.
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Dethany and the Other Clique
Bill Holbrook
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$24.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Dethany and the Other Clique is a graphic novel
prequel to the hit comic strip series On the Fastrack, created
by Bill Holbrook. The lighthearted, middle-grade reader
follows the popular comic character Dethany Dendrobia as
she navigates daily life in contemporary middle school.

The 128-page graphic novel’s humor spoofs the
restrictiveness of a school’s culture of cliques by taking its
social strata to absurd extremes. Upper elementary and
middle-grade readers will enjoy the laughs along the way
and cheer its ultimate celebration of individuality.

Sky Masters of the Space Force: the Complete
Dailies 1958-1961
Jack Kirby, Wallace Wood, Dick Ayers
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$49.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: Sky Masters of the Space Force: the Complete
Dailies 1958-1961; Jack Kirby; Dick and Dave Wood;
Wallace Wood and Dick Ayers; $49.99; ISBN
978-1-61345-211-0; softcover with flaps and endleaves;
color and black and white; 272 pages; 9 x 10 landscape;
matte coated stock paper; essays and documentary
material.

Jack Kirby’s comic strip masterpiece is presented in an
archival version featuring the complete dailies from Sky
Masters of the Space Force. Veteran scripters Dick and Dave
Wood provided these late-1950s space/action adventure
stories starring Sky Masters of the Space Force and his gang

Blacksad: The Collected Stories
Juan Diaz Canales, Juanjo Guarnido
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$29.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: The classic hardboiled noir series featuring
beloved anthropomorphic cat detective, John Blacksad,
celebrates its twentieth year. Readers will now be able
to experience five of Blacksad’s biggest cases in a
single comprehensive volume with new sketchbook
material never published in English.

Blacksad is constantly up to his ears in trouble. Sticking his
nose into mystery after mystery, often getting involved with
women almost as dangerous as the criminals he thwarts. Be
it solving the murder of a famous actress or keeping nuclear
weapons out of terrorist hands, Blacksad’s grim work often
provides a mirror for real world conflict and human issues,

The Dragon Republic
R. F. Kuang
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$16.99 USD
672 pages

Summary: The war is over.

The war has just begun.

Three times throughout its history, Nikan has fought for its
survival in the bloody Poppy Wars. Though the third battle
has ended, the war still rages for Rin. Haunted by the
atrocity she committed to save her people, the shaman and
warrior is on the run from her guilt, the opium addiction
that holds her like a vise, and the murderous commands of
the fiery Phoenix—the vengeful god who has blessed Rin
with fearsome power.

While the young warrior welcomes death, she must remain
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Jaclyn Hyde
Annabeth Bondor-Stone, Connor White
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$7.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Jaclyn Hyde is almost perfect. Whether she’s
baking cookies for her classmates, building a replica Mt.
Vesuvius for the science fair, or practicing her lines for Fog
Island: The Musical, she almost never makes mistakes. But
when she discovers the last batch of perfection potion in an
abandoned laboratory, Jaclyn decides that being almost
perfect isn’t perfect enough anymore.

But as it turns out being perfect isn’t all it’s cracked up to
be—in fact, it’s downright horrifying. Instead of making
Jaclyn the best version of herself, the potion turns Jaclyn
into Jackie, a goblin-like monster who’ll do anything to make
sure Jaclyn comes out on top. Suddenly she’s wreaking

ReV : The Machine Dynasty, Book III
Madeline Ashby
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$15.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: In the third and final installment of the Machine
Dynasty, the rapture for which the self-replicating humanoid
vN were engineered finally comes to pass. Now that the
failsafe that once kept vN from harming humans has been
hacked, all vN are discovering the promise – and the peril –
of free will. Her consciousness unleashed across computer
systems all across the world, the vicious vN Portia stands
poised to finally achieve her lifelong dream of bringing
humanity to its knees. The old battle between her and her
grand-daughter Amy comes to its epic conclusion in the war
for the very systems that keep the planet running. Can Amy
get her family to the stars before Portia destroys every
opportunity for escape and freedom?

Triumff
Dan Abnett
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Vivat Regina!

It is the year 2010, and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth XXX
sits upon the throne of the Anglo-Hispanic Empire. Fuelled
by alchemy and superstition, the Elizabethan era has
endured unchallenged for almost 450 years. But now, a
shadow conspiracy threatens to bring it to a violent end…

Unfortunately for roguish adventurer Sir Rupert Triumff,
lately fallen from favour at court, he makes the perfect
scapegoat. If Triumff is to uncover the plot, save the Queen,
and clear his name, he’ll need all his wit, skill, and charm,
and every tool in his magical Coutteau suisse. Even the nail

Knaves Over Queens : A Wild Cards novel
George R. R. Martin, Wild Cards Trust
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$19.99 USD
560 pages

Summary: Developed by aliens and field-tested on Earth,
the virus known as Xenovirus Takis-A was released in New
York in 1946, changing the course of human history forever.
Now the virus has reached Britain. There, Prime Minister Sir
Winston Churchill, gifted with extraordinary longevity,
together with the Enigma ace Alan Turing, set up a special
organization named the Order of the Silver Helix. They will
need all of the wild cards they can find if they are to deal
with the terrifying mutations spawned by the virus.

Edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author George R.
R. Martin and Melinda M. Snodgrass, Knaves Over Queens
features the writing talents of Paul Cornell, Marko Kloos,
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Disney Masters Vol. 12: Giorgio Cavazzano
: Walt Disney's Donald Duck: The Forgetful
Hero
Giorgio Cavazzano
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$29.99 USD
200 pages

Summary: Uncle Scrooge wants to publish a historic tell-all
interview with World War I flying ace Eddie Brickenbatter.
But the legendary hero has amnesia — so to cure it,
Scrooge tells Donald Duck to reenact the plane crash that
caused Brickenbatter to lose his memory in the first place!
Then, in "Plantastic Voyage," Donald and Scrooge shrink
down to the size of germs on a leaf. And Daisy Duck
embarks on a super-secret mission in "The Dazzling Duck
She-Venger." Finally, Mickey Mouse, on the trail of a missing
man, finds himself in a twisting mystery of film noir thrills
and chills in "The Case of the Cut-Off Calls!"

The Dreaming Vol. 3: One Magical Movement
Simon Spurrier
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$19.99 USD
200 pages

Summary: Simon Spurrier continues the stories of the
characters from the award-winning The Sandman
series by Neil Gaiman.

As the second year of the Sandman Universe begins, the
sentient algorithm known as Wan is now the acknowledged
lord of Dream’s realm, and unquestioned ruler of all his
subjects. A new chapter in the history of the Dreaming
begins here—find out why the AV Club says, “If you’re a fan
of Neil Gaiman’s The Sandman, you need to be reading The
Dreaming!”

Collects The Dreaming #13-20.

DC Super Hero Girls: Weird Science
Amanda Deibert, Yancey Labat
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$9.99 USD
168 pages

Summary: DC Super Hero Girls: Weird Science
continues to develop the relationships forged
throughout the beloved DC Super Hero Girls series, this
time through the magical lens of Zatanna!

It’s science fair time at Metropolis High, and the DC Super
Hero Girls are very excited—except for Zee Zatara. Magic is
her life, and science seems so dull in comparison. When she
tries to help her friends with their projects, things keep
going wrong. Is her magic causing their science to go
haywire?

Jack Kirby : The Epic Life of the King of
Comics
Tom Scioli
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$28.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: Told in vivid graphic novel form by a
groundbreaking Eisner-nominated comics creator, the
long-overdue biography of the legend who co-created
Captain America, Iron Man, Black Panther, the
Fantastic Four, the X-Men, and many more superhero
favorites.

This sweeping, full-color comic book biography tells the
complete life story of Jack Kirby, co-creator of some of the
most enduring superheroes and villains of the twentieth
century for Marvel Comics, DC Comics, and more. Critically
acclaimed graphic novelist Tom Scioli breathes visual life
into Kirby’s life story—from his days growing up in New York
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Episodes
Christopher Priest
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$15.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Christopher Priest is one of the most acclaimed
writers of both SF and literary fiction at work today. Here,
for the first time in almost twenty years, is a collection of
his short work. Largely previously uncollected, ranging from
the horrific to the touching, the science fictional to the
realist, these stories are a perfect demonstration of the
breadth and power of Priest's writing.

Eleven stories are included, along with commentary and
reflection from the author. Within these pages you will
discover the stage magic-inspired horror of 'The Head and
the Hand', the timeslip accidents of 'futouristic.co.uk', the
impossible romance of 'Palely Loitering' and the present-day

Qualityland
Marc-Uwe Kling
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$16.99 USD
352 pages

Summary:
In the near future sci-fi world of Qualityland,
algorithms help create an idyllic life for its citizens, but
what if the perfect world wasn't built for you?

Welcome to QualityLand, the best country on Earth. Here, a
universal ranking system determines the social advantages
and career opportunities of every member of society. An
automated matchmaking service knows the best partners for
everyone and helps with the break up when your ideal
match (frequently) changes. And the foolproof algorithms of
the biggest, most successful company in the world,
TheShop, know what you want before you do and

The Relentless Moon : A Lady Astronaut
Novel
Mary Robinette Kowal
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$30.99 USD
544 pages

Summary: The Earth is coming to the boiling point as the
climate disaster of the Meteor strike becomes more and
more clear, but the political situation is already overheated.
Riots and sabotage plague the space program. The IAC’s
goal of getting as many people as possible off Earth before
it becomes uninhabitable is being threatened.

Elma York is on her way to Mars, but the Moon colony is still
being established. Her friend and fellow Lady Astronaut
Nicole Wargin is thrilled to be one of those pioneer settlers,
using her considerable flight and political skills to keep the
program on track. But she is less happy that her husband,
the Governor of Kansas, is considering a run for President.

The Relentless Moon : A Lady Astronaut
Novel
Mary Robinette Kowal
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$17.99 USD
544 pages

Summary: The Earth is coming to the boiling point as the
climate disaster of the Meteor strike becomes more and
more clear, but the political situation is already overheated.
Riots and sabotage plague the space program. The IAC’s
goal of getting as many people as possible off Earth before
it becomes uninhabitable is being threatened.

Elma York is on her way to Mars, but the Moon colony is still
being established. Her friend and fellow Lady Astronaut
Nicole Wargin is thrilled to be one of those pioneer settlers,
using her considerable flight and political skills to keep the
program on track. But she is less happy that her husband,
the Governor of Kansas, is considering a run for President.
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Poesy the Monster Slayer
Cory Doctorow, Matt Rockefeller
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$18.99 USD
40 pages

Summary: A monster slayer needs no bedtime!

Once her parents are off to bed, Poesy excitedly awaits the
monsters that creep into her room. With the knowledge
she’s gained from her trusty Monster Book, and a few of her
favorite toys, Poesy easily fends off a werewolf, vampire,
and much more.

But not even Poesy's bubblegum perfume can defeat her
sleep-deprived zombie parents!

With charming text from acclaimed author Cory Doctorow
and gorgeous art from Matt Rockefeller, Poesy the Monster

One Year at Ellsmere
Faith Erin Hicks
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Was boarding school supposed to be this hard?

When studious thirteen-year-old Juniper wins a scholarship
to the prestigious Ellsmere Academy, she expects to find a
scholastic utopia. But living at Ellsmere is far from ideal:
She is labeled a “special project,” Ellsmere's queen bee is
out to destroy her, and it’s rumored that a mythical beast
roams the forest next to the school.

With revamped art and now in full color, One Year at
Ellsmere is an endearing—and surprising—middle-grade
friendship story from beloved house author Faith Erin Hicks!

The Adventure Zone: Petals to the Metal
Clint McElroy, Carey Pietsch, Griffin McElroy,
Tra...
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$19.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: With two dangerous magical artifacts already
recovered, our heroes Taako, Magnus and Merle are feeling
confident as they’re sent out after their latest target: a
notorious thief known as The Raven. She’s gotten her hands
on another Grand Relic, and she’s using it to terrorize the
city of Goldcliff with killer vines, poisonous thorns, and one
tree monster named Trent.

The assignment takes some white-knuckle wild turns, and
the boys soon find themselves entangled in the weeds of
underground battle wagon racing, which is both fast and
furious if you catch the drift. Allied with a Lieutenant Hurley,
who knows an awful lot about illegal racing circuits for a

A Century of Weird Fiction, 1832–1937
: Disgust, Metaphysics, and the Aesthetics of
Cosmic Horror
Jonathan Newell
Pub Date: 7/15/20
$60.00 USD
272 pages
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The Traumatic Screen : The Films of
Christopher Nolan
Stuart Joy
Pub Date: 7/15/20
$26.50 USD
195 pages

Summary: Christopher Nolan occupies a rare realm within
the Hollywood mainstream, creating complex, original films
that achieve both critical acclaim and commercial success.
In The Traumatic Screen, Stuart Joy builds on contemporary
applications of psychoanalytic film theory to consider the
function and presentation of trauma across Nolan’s work,
arguing that the complexity, thematic consistency, and
fragmentary nature of his films mimic the structural
operation of trauma.

From 1997’s Doodlebug to 2017’s Dunkirk, Nolan’s films
highlight cinema’s ability to probe the nature of human
consciousness while commenting on the relationship

Banner of Souls
Liz Williams
Pub Date: 7/15/20
$14.95 USD
336 pages

Summary:
In the distant future, Earth is dominated by a Martian
matriarchy known as the Grandmothers. Males are virtually
unknown, and reproduction is a matter of industry. These
experts in genetic engineering have bred a messiah, Lunae,
who can bend time to her will. But when killers from a rival
planet are dispatched to destroy her, the Grandmothers
order a Martian warrior, Dreams-of-War, to protect the
young savior. Dreams-of-War's guardianship leads to
powerful revelations—not only the mystery behind Lunae's
true purpose and the reason she's being stalked by
assassins, but also the long-forgotten secrets of humanity's
first contact with aliens.

Dead White Males
Ann Diamond
Pub Date: 7/17/20
$17.95 USD
150 pages

Summary: Who is Vera A. Utall? Why has she entwined
celebrity Nick Maggot and legendary literary genius Orville
Goner in her sexual web? Soft-boiled private eye (and
hairdresser) David Dennings is hired to track the vanished
siren. Through a hallucinatory labyrinth only Ann Diamond
could have created, the trail leads him to the nefarious Dead
White Males.

Raymond Chandler and Philip K. Dick meet Virginia Woolf in
this unconventional whodunit in which Dennings' very life
depends on finding the solution that lies buried within an
elusive master's thesis. Will he make it before the hourglass
runs out?

Chloe #5 : Carnival Party
Greg Tessier, Amandine Amandine
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$9.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: The hit Charmz series returns! After an
extended stay with her grandmother, Chloe is finally back
home, ready to hang out wtih her best friend. Unfortunately,
her best friend Fatoumata isn’t arround, her helicoptor
parent father is taking up all her time. Friendless and alone,
our young heroine will be swept away in the preparations
for the neighborhood carnival! Can a costume change and a
visit from her wise Uncle Steve fix things or will Chloe left
being the clown of the party?
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"And Now, Sir ? Is THIS Your Missing
Gonad?"
Jim Woodring
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$21.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: This book features Woodring's familiar cast of
characters from such canonical graphic novels as
Poochytown, but with a twist! Woodring has enlisted the
mysterious Walter Foxglove, The Smartest Artist (TM), to
undertake the huge task of restoring to these images the
notes, comments, and coarse jokes that accompanied their
creation.

Fantastic Paintings of Frazetta
J David Spurlock, Frank Frazetta Jr.
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$39.95 USD
120 pages

Summary: Discover, or return to, the world's greatest
heroic fantasy artist, Frank Frazetta in this landmark art
collection entitled, Fantastic Paintings of Frazetta. The New
York Times said, "Frazetta helped define fantasy heroes like
Conan, Tarzan and John Carter of Mars with signature
images of strikingly fierce, hard-bodied heroes and bosomy,
callipygian damsels" Frazetta took the sex and violence of
the pulp fiction of his youth and added even more action,
fantasy and potency, but rendered with a panache seldom
seen outside of major works of Fine Art. Despite his
fantastic subject matter, the quality of Frazetta’s work has
not only drawn comparisons to the most brilliant of
illustrators, Maxfield Parrish, Frederic Remington, Norman

Star Trek: Year Five - The Wine-Dark Deep
(Book 2)
Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly, Stephen Thompson,
J...
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Join the crew of the original Starship
Enterprise in these all-new adventures near the end of
their five-year mission.

The crew has a new Tholian passenger and just as they are
finally able to communicate with them, the Enterprise runs
into a new obstacle—a Tholian web! But as the crew works
with other trapped ships to figure out how to escape, new
questions about what the Tholian Assembly is planning
darken the horizon.

Step aboard the Enterprise with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura,
Sulu, Scotty, and Chekov as they begin the end of their

Star Wars Women of the Galaxy 2021 Wall
Calendar
Lucasfilm LTD.
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$14.99 USD

Summary: They are heroes and villains, Sith and Jedi,
senators and scoundrels, mothers, mercenaries, artists,
pilots. . . . Celebrate the dynamic women of the Star Wars™
galaxy with this vibrant calendar, featuring 13 of the saga's
most pivotal female characters.

• A perfect gift or self-purchase for Star Wars™ lovers
• 12 x 12 inches; the perfect size for easy hanging on any
wall or over your desk
• Full-color illustrations throughout
• Printed on FSC-certified paper
• Includes September–December 2020 at-a-glance
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Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: Legacy
Vol. 3
John Ostrander, Jan Duursema, Dave Ross
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$39.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Cade Skywalker and his crew are back to their
old pirating ways, but soon find themselves stranded on
Tatooine - with a trio of Black Sun assassins on their trail!
Elsewhere, Imperial deep-cover agent Morrigan Corde has
plans of her own. She'll stop at nothing to fi nd Cade...but
the ghost of Luke Skywalker just might find him first!
Meanwhile, with Darth Krayt missing, the evil Sith Darth
Wyyrlok has proclaimed himself the new emperor of the
galaxy. But the other Sith have their own ideas! And when
the overthrown Empire-in-exile prepares to take back
control of the galaxy with their own Force users, will the
Jedi join them to defeat a common enemy? In the far future
of Star Wars, nothing is what it seems!

Ashes of the Sun
Django Wexler
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.99 USD
592 pages

Summary:
"Ashes of the Sun is fantasy at its finest"--Nicholas
Eames, author of Kings of the Wyld

Long ago, a magical war destroyed an empire, and a
new one was built in its ashes. But still the old grudges
simmer, and two siblings will fight on opposite sides to
save their world in the start of Django Wexler's new
epic fantasy trilogy.

Gyre hasn't seen his beloved sister since their parents sold
her to the mysterious Twilight Order. Now, twelve years
after her disappearance, Gyre's sole focus is revenge, and

A Touch of Stone and Snow
Milla Vane
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$7.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: Milla Vane returns to her exhilarating A
Gathering of Dragons series, into a world of fire,
demons, and passion in the midst of a great evil that
will bring only death and destruction.

Danger lurks in the western realms. Though an evil king has
been defeated, a sorcerer warlord has risen and nobody is
safe. This demon-possessed warlord creates magical terrors,
attacking nations with the ultimate goal to weaken and
demolish them before the Destroyer’s imminent return.

When Lizzan leads the Kothan army against these terrors,
only to see her soldiers massacred and to emerge as the

The Sin in the Steel
Ryan Van Loan
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$27.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: Buc and Eld: She’s a brilliant former street-rat,
with a mind that leaps from clues to conclusions in the blink
of an eye. He’s an ex-soldier, her champion and partner-
in-crime. No…not in crime—in crime-solving.

In this fast-paced, action-driven, second world fantasy, the
teenager and the veteran are the Holmes and Watson of a
world where pirates roam the seas, mechanical engines can
change the tide of battle, mages speak to each other across
oceans, and earthly wealth is concentrated in the hands of a
powerful few.

The Kanados Trading Company hires Buc and Eld to restore
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Quantum Shadows
L. E. Modesitt, Jr.
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$27.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: On a world called Heaven, the ten major
religions of mankind each have their own land governed by
a capital city and ruled by a Hegemon. That Hegemon may
be a god, or a prophet of a god. Smaller religions have their
own towns or villages of belief.

Corvyn, known as the Shadow of the Raven, contains the
collective memory of humanity’s Falls from Grace. With this
knowledge comes enormous power.

When unknown power burns a mysterious black image into
the holy place of each House of the Decalivre, Corvyn must
discover what entity could possibly have that much power.

Inch by Inch : Book Two Step by Step
Morgan Llywelyn
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Morgan Llywelyn continues her near-future,
apocalyptic thriller trilogy with her signature depth and
intimacy of character. In Inch by Inch, book two in the
trilogy, the residents of Sycamore River have only just
adjusted to the end of the Change. Until the morning people
notice that metal starts to behave oddly.

It's rotting.

The world is pushed into global war, and the small band of
Sycamore River survivors only have one another. They have
to survive the unthinkable.

The Year of the Witching
Alexis Henderson
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$26.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: A young woman living in a rigid, puritanical
society discovers dark powers within herself, with
terrifying and far-reaching consequences, in this
stunning, feminist fantasy debut.

In the lands of Bethel, where the Prophet’s word is law,
Immanuelle Moore’s very existence is blasphemy. Her
mother’s union with an outsider of a different race cast her
once-proud family into disgrace, so Immanuelle does her
best to worship the Father, follow Holy Protocol, and lead a
life of submission, devotion, and absolute conformity, like all
the other women in the settlement.

Wicked Fox
Kat Cho
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$10.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: An addictive YA fantasy-romance set in
modern-day Seoul. Now in paperback.

Eighteen-year-old Gu Miyoung has a secret—she’s a gumiho,
a nine-tailed fox who must devour the energy of men in
order to survive. Because so few believe in the old tales
anymore, and with so many evil men no one will miss, the
modern city of Seoul is the perfect place to hide and hunt.

But after feeding one full moon, Miyoung crosses paths with
Jihoon, a human boy, being attacked by a goblin deep in the
forest. Against her better judgment, she violates the rules of
survival to rescue the boy, losing her fox bead—her gumiho
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The Technician : A Novel of the Polity
Neal Asher
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$7.99 USD
456 pages

Summary: An ancient threat rises again in this grand,
complex, and dark stand-alone novel set in Neal
Asher’s Polity universe.

The Theocracy died 20 years ago, and the Polity rules on
Masada. But there is a group of rebels, called the Tidy
Squad, who cannot accept the new order. They hate the
surviving theocrats, and the iconic Jeremiah Tombs is at the
top of their hit list.

After breaking out of his sanatorium, Tombs is pushed into
painful confrontations with all that he has avoided since the
rebellion. Many years ago, an almost mythical hooder called

MEG: Generations
Steve Alten
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$17.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: DUBAI: An impossibility is being taken to the
Middle East. The transport vessel Tonga is carrying a
liopleurodon to the City of Gold. But while investors gawk at
the prehistoric creature, any even more dangerous creature
is beginning to stir.

The megalodon shark that Jonas Taylor worked so hard to
capture is coming out of it’s drug-induced stupor and
refuses to be contained. No both ancient creatures, older
than mankind itself, are loose in the waters of the Arabian
Sea, and the region will never be the same.

Saturnine
Dan Abnett
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$30.00 USD
464 pages

Summary: Book 4 in the Global best selling The Horus
Heresy: Siege of Terra series.

The Traitor Host of Horus Lupercal tightens its iron grip on
the Palace of Terra, and one by one the walls and bastions
begin to crumple and collapse. Rogal Dorn, Praetorian of
Terra, redoubles his efforts to keep the relentless enemy at
bay, but his forces are vastly outnumbered and hopelessly
outgunned. Dorn simply cannot defend everything. Any
chance of survival now requires sacrifice, but what battles
dare he lose so that others can be won? Is there one
tactical stroke, one crucial combat, that could turn the tide
forever and win the war outright?

Take It as a Compliment
Maria Stoian
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$24.95 USD
104 pages

Summary: Gold medal winner in the 'Independent Spirit'
category of the Independent Publishers Outstanding Book of
the Year Awards 2016

"I was fifteen."
"I never saw him again."
"They chanted after me, 'Oscar the Grouch, Oscar the
Grouch."

Bringing together the voices of males and females of all
ages, the stories in this collective graphic memoir reflect
real life experiences of sexual abuse, violence and
harassment.
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Infinity 8 Vol.7 : All for Nothing
Lewis Trondheim, Boulet, Mike Kennedy
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$19.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: The next temporal reboot in the mind-bending,
pulpy, eight-part space opera, we meet the newest recruit in
the mystery investigation: regular guy Douglas! By Lewis
Trondheim and webcomic superstar Boulet!

Trouble the Saints : A Novel
Alaya Dawn Johnson
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$26.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: The dangerous magic of The Night Circus meets
the powerful historical exploration of The Underground
Railroad in this timely and unsettling novel, set against the
darkly glamorous backdrop of New York City, where an
assassin tries to fight her fate at the dawn of World War II.

Amid the whir of city life, a young woman from Harlem is
drawn into the glittering underworld of Manhattan, where
she’s hired to use her knives to strike fear among its most
dangerous denizens.

Ten years later, Phyllis LeBlanc has given up everything—not

Soulless Fury
Will McDermott
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: Psycho outlaw Mad Donna is back!

No one knows murder like Mad Donna. Where she goes,
death follows – she is a force of nature, leaving devastated
settlements and shell casings in her wake. But even
Necromunda has its limits for senseless, unsanctioned
violence. Scrutinator Primus Servalen, armed with the
personal seal of Lord Helmawr – to which no request can be
denied and no door barred – is dispatched to bring the
misbegotten scion of House Ulanti to justice, but first she
has to track her down… and how do you find one murderer
in amongst the bloodshed of the Underhive?

Mark of Faith
Rachel Harrison
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: At long last - the Adepta Sororitas are back!

With the birth of the Cicatrix Maledictum the Imperium of
Mankind suffers as never before. Conflict and corruption is
rife on every front and precious little hope remains, save for
those who hold to their faith when faced with destruction...

Denied a martyr’s death during the battle for Ophelia VII,
Sister Evangeline of the Order of Our Martyred Lady is
blessed with a new and grave duty; to embark on a
pilgrimage beyond the Great Rift to recover a precious and
powerful artefact – the Shield of Saint Katherine.
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Stuck Rubber Baby 25th Anniversary Edition
Howard Cruse, Alison Bechdel
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$24.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Set in Alabama in the 1960s, Stuck Rubber
Baby tells the story of Toland Polk, a young man who is
deeply in the closet and hell-bent on "fixing" his
homosexuality. Toland is not prone to making waves, but he
finds himself drawn to a lively group of civil rights activists.
With his new friends, he starts frequenting sit-ins and gay
bars. This raises the ire of local bigots and quite literally
brings the Klan to his doorstep.

This painstakingly researched and exquisitely illustrated
graphic novel draws on Howard Cruse's experience as a
young gay man in 1960s Birmingham, Alabama. Both deeply
personal and epic in scope, Stuck Rubber Baby is a rich and

The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez
Adrianna Cuevas
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: All twelve-year-old Nestor Lopez wants is to live
in one place for more than a few months and have dinner
with his dad, an Army sergeant deployed in Afghanistan.
When he and his mother move to a new town to live with
his grandmother, Nestor plans to lay low, and he certainly
has no intention of letting anyone find out his deepest
secret—that he can talk to animals. But when the animals in
town start disappearing, and Nestor's grandmother is
spotted in the woods where they were last seen, suspicion
mounts against her. Nestor learns that they are being taken
by a tule vieja, a witch who bites animals to gain their
power, and his extraordinary ability is put front and center
as he tries to catch the real culprit and clear his

The Loneliness of the Long-Distance
Cartoonist
Adrian Tomine
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$29.95 USD
168 pages

Summary: What happens when a childhood hobby grows
into a lifelong career? The Loneliness of the Long-Distance
Cartoonist, Adrian Tomine's funniest and most revealing
foray into autobiography, offers an array of unexpected
answers. When a sudden medical incident lands Tomine in
the emergency room, he begins to question if it was really
all worthwhile: despite the accolades and opportunities of a
seemingly charmed career, it's the gaffes, humiliations,
slights, and insults he's experienced (or caused) within the
industry that loom largest in his memory.

Tomine illustrates the amusing absurdities of how we choose
to spend our time, all the while mining his conflicted

Alpha Omega
Nicholas Bowling
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$14.95 USD
416 pages

Summary: Stranger Things meets Black Mirror and
Ready Player One in this unsettling, near-future
science fiction standalone.

Something is rotten in the state of the NutriStart Skills
Academy

With the discovery of a human skull on the playing fields,
children displaying symptoms of an unfamiliar, grisly
virus and a catastrophic malfunction in the site’s security
system, the NSA is about to experience a week that no
amount of rebranding can conceal. As the school descends
into chaos, teacher Tom Rosen goes looking for answers -
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Vigil
Angela Slatter
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$15.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: A rich and exciting new urban fantasy,
perfect for fans of Harry Dresden and Peter Grant.

Verity Fassbinder has her feet in two worlds.

The daughter of one human and one Weyrd parent, she has
very little power herself, but does claim unusual strength
and the ability to walk between one world and the other as
a couple of her talents. A rarity, she is charged with keeping
the peace, and ensuring the Weyrd remain hidden.

But now Sirens are dying, illegal wine made from the tears
of human children is for sale - and in the hands of those
who hold to old, dangerous ways - and someone has

A Beast C : From Alien to Zombie
Katie Turner, George Ermos, Cottage Door Press
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$14.99 USD
26 pages

Summary: A is for...

This beautiful book is full of mythical friends, new and old,
who all want to help you explore the alphabet. Whether
your little one is learning their ABCs or their fantasy beasts,
they are sure to love this Alien to Zombie book of creatures
of all kinds. Do you love dragons? Or maybe mermaids? Is a
unicorn more your style? Or perhaps the Loch Ness
monster? Come discover your favorite fantasy friends
together!

Beautiful illustrations throughout for playful color and
rich texture
Thicker pages than a regular storybook to allow for

The Big Book of Modern Fantasy
Ann Vandermeer, Jeff VanderMeer
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$25.00 USD
896 pages

Summary: From Ann and Jeff VanderMeer comes The
Big Book of Modern Fantasy: a true horde of tales sure
to delight fans, scholars—even the greediest of
dragons. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL.

Step through a shimmering portal…a worn wardrobe door…a
schism in sky…into a bold new age of fantasy. When worlds
beyond worlds became a genre unto itself. From the
swinging sixties to the strange, strange seventies, the
over-the-top eighties to the gnarly nineties—and beyond,
into the twenty-first century—the VanderMeers have found
the stories and the writers from around the world that
reinvented and revitalized the fantasy genre after World War

Escape from the Roller Ghoster
Andres Miedoso, Victor Rivas
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$5.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Desmond and Andres visit a scary roller-
ghoster in this eleventh haunted adventure in the
Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol series!

The Kersville Amusement Park is always a good time, but it
also gives a new meaning to the term “thrill rides.” That’s
because, in addition to being a popular destination for
heart-pounding fun, the park is also just a little bit haunted.
Join Desmond and Andres as they try to enjoy their day at
the amusement park while being chased by ghosts!
Warning: You must be this tall to read this book.

With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
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Buffy the Vampire Slayer/Angel: Hellmouth
Limited Edition
Joss Whedon, Jordie Bellaire, Jeremy Lambert,
Eleo...
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$24.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Buffy and Angel meet for the first time - but are
they friends or enemies? Joss Whedon’s pop culture icons
come together for their first ever comic book event to face
the world-ending event hundreds of years in the
making—the opening of the gates to the Hellmouth!

BUFFY AND ANGEL MEET FOR THE FIRST TIME - BUT ARE
THEY FRIENDS OR ENEMIES?

Buffy and Angel meet face-to-face in the world-ending event
hundreds of years in the making—the opening of the gates
to the Hellmouth!

Savage Legion
Matt Wallace
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$27.99 USD
512 pages

Summary: An epic fantasy by Hugo Award–winning
author Matt Wallace about a utopian city with a dark
secret…and the underdogs who will expose it, or die
trying.

They call them Savages. Brutal. Efficient. Expendable.

The empire relies on them. The Savages are the greatest
weapon they ever developed. Culled from the streets of
their cities, they take the ones no one will miss and throw
them, by the thousands, at the empire’s enemies. If they
live, they fight again. If they die, there are always more to
take their place.

The Rightful Queen : A Novel
Isabelle Steiger
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$29.99 USD
544 pages

Summary: The Rightful Queen returns readers to the
territories of Lantistyne. Imperator Elgar has brought war to
the continent once again, and the rogues of the Dragon’s
Head, once forced into his service, are scattered to the
winds, wracked by tragedy and struggling to reunite.

While a cornered King Kelken grows increasingly desperate,
Arianrod Margraine, the brilliant but outmanned marquise of
Esthrades, devises a plan to stretch Elgar’s forces thin and
turn the tide of battle in their favor. But when the sheltered
queen of Issamira is driven from her throne by a
long-simmering plot and the use of forbidden magic,
Arianrod faces an even more pressing crisis.

Restoration
Angela Slatter
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$15.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: 'First-class imagination and first-class
storytelling' Jeff Vandermeer, bestselling author of the
Southern Reach trilogy

Walking between the worlds has always been
dangerous - but this time V's facing the loss of all she
holds dear.

Verity Fassbinder thought no boss could be worse than her
perfectionist ex-boyfriend - until she agreed to work for a
fallen angel. The angel is a jealous - and violent - employer,
so she's quit working for the Weyrd Council and sent her
family away.
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Fate of the Fallen
Kel Kade
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$18.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: The start of a brand new adventure from
New York Times bestselling author of the King’s Dark
Tidings series, Kel Kade.

Not all stories have happy endings.

Everyone loves Mathias. Naturally, when he discovers it’s his
destiny to save the world, he dives in head first, pulling his
best friend Aaslo along for the ride.

However, saving the world isn’t as easy, or exciting, as it
sounds in the stories. The going gets rough and folks start
to believe their best chance for survival is to surrender to

Axiom's End : A Novel
Lindsay Ellis
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$27.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: By the fall of 2007, one well-timed leak
revealing that the U.S. government might have engaged in
first contact has sent the country into turmoil, and it is all
Cora Sabino can do to avoid the whole mess. The force
driving this controversy is Cora’s whistleblower father, and
even though she hasn’t spoken to him in years, his celebrity
has caught the attention of the press, the Internet, the
paparazzi, and the government--and redirected it to her.
She neither knows nor cares whether her father’s leaks are
a hoax, and wants nothing to do with him—until she learns
just how deeply entrenched her family is in the cover-up,
and that an extraterrestrial presence has been on Earth for
decades.

The Killing Light
Myke Cole
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: The thrilling finale to Myke Cole's Sacred
Throne trilogy

Heloise and her allies are marching on the Imperial Capital.
The villagers, the Kipti, and the Red Lords are united only in
their loyalty to Heloise, though dissenting voices are many
and they are loud.

The unstable alliance faces internal conflicts and external
strife, yet they’re united in their common goal. But when
the first of the devils start pouring through a rent in the veil
between worlds, Heloise must strike a bargain with an
unlikely ally, or doom her people to death and her world to

The Mysterious Messenger
Gilbert Ford
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$16.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Eleven-year-old Maria de la Cruz is trapped
under the thumb of Madame Destine, her fake-psychic
mother who cons widows out of their inheritances. But
Maria, unlike her mom, has a big secret—she really can
communicate with the dead, most frequently with a ghost
named Edward who has been her only friend since she was
a child. It’s not long before this clairvoyant young sleuth
gets wrapped up in an epic journey that combines bookish
mystery, art history, and great friendship.

This smart, big-hearted novel with gorgeous illustrations
throughout is perfect for fans of Book Scavenger,
Winterhouse, and The Vanderbeekers of 141st Street.
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Diary Comics
Tara Booth
Pub Date: 7/24/20
$24.95 USD
176 pages

Summary: Tara chronicles the first months of her sobriety
— visiting the coasts, reaching out to an ex, nature, friends
and family. Humor, honesty, and astonishingly uncensored
scenarios drawn in vivid color. The book includes her diary
and sketchbook drawings, writing, and closes with a
poignant short story. "Tara understands the language of
comics fully. Her stories slide past the analytical part of the
brain and directly into a deeper, more gratifying kind of
understanding. Her bright colors bring joy and humor to the
heaviest, darkest follies hidden inside ourselves." —Gabrielle
Bell, Everything is Flammable

Ray Harryhausen: Titan of Cinema
Vanessa Harryhausen
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$35.00 USD
208 pages

Summary: 100 objects selected by the animator Ray
Harryhausen's daughter - packed with personal stories that
have never previously been heard or published A fascinating
examination of the work of the pioneer of the special effects
that we see in modern cinema Contributions from experts in
the field and in conjunction with the Ray and Diana
Harryhausen Foundation A broad readership drawn from
those who appreciate art, film, science fiction and fantasy
Tells the story of the man who changed the face of modern
cinema - the pioneer of stop-motion animation Steven
Speilberg and Tom Hanks are among his legion of fans
Entries often include earlier versions of finished models and
sketches of scenes that illustrate how Harryhausen worked

Artificial Intelligence Revolution : How AI
Will Change our Society, Economy, and
Culture
Robin Li, Cixin Liu
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$26.99 USD
244 pages

Summary: The co-founder of Baidu explains how AI
will transform human livelihood, from our economy and
financial systems down to our daily lives.

Written by Baidu cofounder Robin Li and prefaced by award-
winning sci-fi writer Cixin Liu (author of The Three-Body
Problem), Artificial Intelligence Revolution introduces Baidu’s
teams of top scientists and management as pioneers of
movement toward AI. The book covers many of the latest
AI-related ideas and technological developments, such as:

Computational ability
Big data resources

The Best of Greg Egan : 20 Stories of Hard
Science Fiction
Greg Egan
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$19.99 USD
696 pages

Summary: Twenty Stories and Novellas from Hugo,
Campbell, and Locus Award Winner Greg Egan,
Arguably Australia’s Greatest Living Science Fiction
Writer

In a career spanning more than thirty years, Greg Egan has
produced a steady stream of novels and stories that address
a wide range of scientific and philosophical concerns:
artificial intelligence, higher mathematics, science vs
religion, the nature of consciousness, and the impact of
technology on the human personality. All these ideas and
more find their way into this generous and illuminating
collection, the clear product of a man who is both a master
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House of the Rising Sun : A Novel
Richard Cox
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$15.99 USD
408 pages

Summary: Both a frightening apocalyptic story set in
the southern United States and a character-focused,
deeply moving literary thriller.

What would happen if technology all over the world
suddenly stopped working?

When a strange new star appears in the sky, human life
instantly grinds to a halt. Across the world, anything and
everything electronic stops working completely.

At first, the event seems like a bizarre miracle to Seth
Black—it interrupts his suicide attempt and erases gambling

Constitution Illustrated
R. Sikoryak
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.95 USD
128 pages

Summary: R. Sikoryak is the master of the pop culture
pastiche. In Masterpiece Comics, he interpreted classic
literature with defining twentieth-century comics. With
Terms and Conditions, he made the unreadable contract
that everyone signs, and no one reads, readable. He
employs his magic yet again to investigate the very
framework of the country with Constitution Illustrated. By
visually interpreting the complete text of the supreme law of
the land with more than a century of American pop culture
icons, Sikoryak distills the very essence of the government
legalese from the abstract to the tangible, the historical to
the contemporary.

SFSX (Safe Sex) Volume 1: Protection
Tina Horn, Michael Dowling, Jen Hickman,
Alejandra...
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
184 pages

Summary:
From notorious kink writer TINA HORN and featuring a diverse group of
ar sts comes SFSX (SAFE SEX), a social thriller about sex, love, and torture.
It's SEX CRIMINALS in Gilead, Hustlers with a SUNSTONEtwist.

In a draconian America where sexuality is strictly bureaucra zed and
policed, a group of queer sex workers keep the magic alive in an
underground club called the Dirty Mind. Using their unique talents for
bondage and seduc on, they resolve to infiltrate the mysterious government
Pleasure Center, free their incarcerated friends, and fight the power!

Collects SFSX (SAFE SEX) #1-7

LCD: Lowest Comic Denominator Volume 1
Kieron Dwyer, Tony Moore, Hilary Barta, Bill
Wray,...
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$17.99 USD
152 pages

Summary:
Collects all four existing issues of KIERON DWYER's underground
cult classic adult humor series. Taking its cues from classic humor
comics and magazines like MAD, National Lampoon, and
underground comix legends like ROBERT CRUMB, LCD: LOWEST
COMIC DENOMINATOR is a hilarious antidote to political correctness
featuring art and stories by KIERON DWYER, TONY MOORE,
HILARY BARTA, BILL WRAY, MIKE MANLEY, and JOHNNY
RYAN, et al. Includes a foreword by one of LCD's earliest fans and
supporters, GARTH ENNIS, creator of Preacher and The Boys.

Collects LCD: LOWEST COMIC DENOMINATOR #0-3 (4 issues)
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Between the Water and the Woods
Simone Snaith, Sara Kipin
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Emeline’s quiet village has three important
rules:
Don’t look at the shadows.
Don’t cross the river.
And don’t enter the forest.

An illustrated fantasy filled with beauty and power, Between
the Water and the Woods sweeps you into a world where
forests are hungry; knights fight with whips; the king is
dying; and a peasant girl’s magic will decide the future of
the realm…

When Emeline’s little brother breaks all three of their

Corpselight
Angela Slatter
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$15.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: Watch out, Harry Dresden, Kinsey Milhone
and Mercy Thompson: there's a new kick-ass guardian
in town and Verity Fassbinder's taking no nonsense
from anyone, not even the fox-spirit assassins who are
invading Brisbane in this fast-paced sequel to VIGIL.

Life in Brisbane is never simple for those who walk
between the worlds.

Verity's all about protecting her city, but right now that's
mostly running surveillance and handling the less exciting
cases for the Weyrd Council - after all, it's hard to chase the
bad guys through the streets of Brisbane when you're really,

Star Wars A Crash of Fate
Zoraida Cordova
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Izzy and Jules were childhood friends, climbing the spires of
Batuu, inventing silly games, and dreaming of adventures
they would share one day. Then, Izzy’s family left abruptly,
without even a chance to say goodbye. Izzy’s life became
one of constant motion, traveling from one world to the
next, until her parents were killed and she became a
low-level smuggler to make ends meet. Jules remained on
Batuu, eventually becoming a farmer like his father, but
always yearning for something more.

Now, thirteen years after she left, Izzy is returning to Batuu.
She’s been hired to deliver a mysterious parcel, and she just

Star Wars Dark Legends
George Mann, Grant Griffin
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Read on if you dare! This unique in-world collection hallows the
spooky tales and ghost stories that would have kept young
Luke and Leia up at night. Created by George Mann and
Grant Griffin--the same team behind the stunning Star
Wars: Myths & Fables--these six frightful fables have been
carefully woven from the expansive fabric that is the Star
Wars galaxy (including the thrilling landscape from Galaxy's
Edge at Disneyland and Disney World), and beautifully
painted in a lush illustrative style that feels intergalactic yet
innately archetypal and timeless.
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William Shakespeare's The Merry Rise of
Skywalker : Star Wars Part the Ninth
Ian Doescher
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Complete your collection of the William
Shakespeare’s Star Wars® series and experience the
blockbuster finale to the Star Wars® saga in a
brand-new way, here reimagined as though it had been
penned by the Bard of Avon.

As our story opens, a sea of troubles threatens the valiant
Resistance, who are pursued by the sound and fury of the
vile First Order. Can Rey, Poe, Finn, Rose, BB-8, Chewbacca,
and their allies overcome such toil and trouble? Shall Kylo
Ren be proven fortune’s fool or master of his fate? What will
become of the House of Skywalker? And is all well that ends
well?

Knock, Knock Who's There? The Doctor Who
Joke Book
Children's Books BBC
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$7.99 USD
96 pages

Summary:
-What do we want?
-TIME TRAVEL!
-When do we want it?
-THAT'S IRRELEVANT!

Packed with a dimensionally transcendent TARDIS-load
amount of jokes, gags and riddles, this is the official Doctor
Who joke book! Remember: it's funnier on the inside!

Doctor Who: The Crimson Horror (Target
Collection)
Mark Gatiss, Daniel Sorensen
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: "We must get to the bottom of this dark and
queer business, no matter what the cost!"

Something ghastly is afoot in Victorian Yorkshire. Something
that kills. Bodies are washing up in the canal, their skin a
waxy, glowing red,but just what is this crimson horror?

Madam Vastra, Jenny and Strax are despatched to
investigate the mystery. Strangely reluctant to assist their
enquiries is Mrs Winifred Gillyflower, matriarch of
‘Sweetville’, a seemingly utopian workers’ community.

Doctor Who: Revelation of the Daleks
(Target)
Eric Saward, Albert De Petrillo
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: The Doctor and Peri land on the planet Necros
to visit the funerary home Tranquil Repose – where the dead
are interred and the near-dead placed in suspended
animation until such time as their conditions can be cured.

But the Great Healer of Tranquil Repose is far from benign.
Under his command, Daleks guard the catacombs where
sickening experiments are conducted on human bodies. The
new life he offers the dying comes at a terrible cost – and
the Doctor and Peri are being lured into a trap that will
change them forever.
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Doctor Who: Resurrection of the Daleks
(Target)
Eric Saward, Albert De Petrillo
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
208 pages

Summary:
The TARDIS is ensnared in a time corridor, catapulting it into
derelict docklands on 20th century Earth. The Doctor and
his companions, Tegan and Turlough, stumble on a
warehouse harbouring fugitives from the future at the far
end of the corridor – and are soon under attack from a
Dalek assault force.
The Doctor’s oldest enemies have set in motion an intricate
and sinister plot to resurrect their race from the ashes of an
interstellar war. For the Daleks’ plans to succeed, they must
set free their creator, Davros, from a galactic prison – and
force the Doctor to help them achieve total control over
time and space. But the embittered Davros has ideas of his

Doctor Who: The TV Movie (Target)
Gary Russell
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: It's December 1999, and strange things are
happening as the new millennium nears. A British police box
appears from nowhere in San Francisco’s Chinatown and the
mysterious man inside it is shot down in the street. Despite
the best efforts of Dr Grace Holloway, the man dies and
another stranger appears, claiming to be the same person in
a different body: a wanderer in time and space known only
as the Doctor.

But the Doctor is not the only alien in San Francisco. His
deadly adversary the Master is murdering his way through
the city and has taken control of the TARDIS. The Master is
desperate to take the Doctor’s newly regenerated body for

Doctor Who: Pirate Planet (Target)
Douglas Adams, James Goss, Albert De Petrillo
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: The hugely powerful Key to Time has been split
into six segments, all of which have been disguised and
hidden throughout time and space. Now the even more
powerful White Guardian wants the Doctor to find the
pieces. With the first segment successfully retrieved, the
Doctor, Romana and K-9 trace the second segment of the
Key to the planet Calufrax. But when they arrive at exactly
the right point in space, they find themselves on exactly the
wrong planet – Zanak.

Ruled by the mysterious ‘Captain’, Zanak is a happy and
prosperous planet. Mostly. If the mines run out of valuable
minerals and gems then the Captain merely announces a

Doctor Who: Dalek (Target Collection)
Robert Shearman, Daniel Sorensen
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: "The entire Dalek race, wiped out in one
second. I watched it happen. I made it happen!"

The Doctor and Rose arrive in an underground vault in Utah
in the near future. The vault is filled with alien artefacts. Its
billionaire owner, Henry van Statten, even has possession of
a living alien creature, a mechanical monster in chains that
he has named a Metaltron.

Seeking to help the Metaltron, the Doctor is appalled to find
it is in fact a Dalek – one that has survived the horrors of
the Time War just as he has. And as the Dalek breaks loose,
the Doctor is brought back to the brutality and desperation
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Doctor Who: The Witchfinders (Target
Collection)
Joy Wilkinson, Daniel Sorensen
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: ‘I am an expert on witchcraft, Doctor, but I wish
to learn more. Before you die, I want answers.’

The TARDIS lands in the Lancashire village of Bilehurst
Cragg in the 17th century, and the Doctor, Ryan, Graham
and Yaz soon become embroiled in a witch trial run by the
local landowner. Fear stalks the land, and the arrival of King
James I only serves to intensify the witch hunt.

But the Doctor soon realises there is something more
sinister than paranoia and superstition at work. Tendrils of
living mud stir in the ground and the dead lurch back to
horrifying life as an evil alien presence begins to revive. The

The Worst of All Possible Worlds
Alex White
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
528 pages

Summary:
The rag-tag crew of the Capricious hunts down rogue
AI, ancient colony ships, and the biggest treasure in
the universe in this pulse-pounding space adventure
for fans of Firefly and The Expanse.

The crew of the Capricious seems to leave a trail of
devastation wherever they go. But with powerful enemies in
pursuit and family and friends under attack planetside,
there's no time to worry about all that. Ensnared by the
legend of Origin, humanity's birthplace, and a long-dead
form of magic, the Capricious takes off on a journey to find
the first colony ship . . . and power that could bring down

Relentless : A Drizzt Novel
R. A. Salvatore
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$28.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: Displaced in time and unexpectedly reunited
with his son Drizzt Do'Urden, Zaknafein has overcome the
prejudices ingrained in him as a drow warrior to help his son
battle the ambitious Spider Queen and stem the tide of
darkness that has been unleashed upon the Forgotten
Realms. Though Zaknafein has endured the most difficult
battles, survival has come at a terrible cost, and the fight is
far from over.

Facing demons and driders, Zaknafein carries the entire
weight of Menzoberranzan surrounding Gauntlgym on his
shoulders once more. But the chances of survival for him
and his old friend and mercenary Jarlaxle look bleak.

Demon in White
Christopher Ruocchio
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$27.00 USD
784 pages

Summary: The third novel of the galaxy-spanning Sun
Eater series merges the best of space opera and epic
fantasy, as Hadrian Marlowe continues down a path
that can only end in fire.

Hadrian has been serving the Empire in military
engagements against the Cielcin, the vicious alien
civilization bent on humanity’s destruction. After Hadrian
and his Red Company achieve a great victory, a cult-like
fervor builds around him. However, pressures within the
Imperial government scared of his rise to prominence result
in an assassination attempt, luckily thwarted.
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Chaos Vector
Megan E. O'Keefe
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
592 pages

Summary:
Dazzling space battles, intergalactic politics, and rogue
AI collide in the second book in this epic space opera by
award-winning author Megan O'Keefe.

Sanda and Tomas are fleeing for their lives after letting the
most dangerous smartship in the universe run free. Now,
unsure of who to trust, Sanda knows only one thing for
certain -- to be able to save herself from becoming a pawn
of greater powers, she needs to discover the secret of the
coordinates hidden in her skull.

But getting to those coordinates is a problem she can't solve

Cold Storage : A Novel
David Koepp
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: When Pentagon bioterror operative Roberto Diaz
was sent to investigate a suspected biochemical attack, he
found something far worse: a highly mutative organism
capable of extinction-level destruction. He contained it and
buried it in cold storage deep beneath a little-used military
repository.

Now, after decades of festering in a forgotten
sub-basement, the specimen has found its way out and is
on a lethal feeding frenzy. Only Diaz knows how to stop it.

He races across the country to help two unwitting security
guards—one an ex-con, the other a single mother. Over one
harrowing night, the unlikely trio must figure out how to

At Death's Door : A Deadman's Cross Novel
Sherrilyn Kenyon
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Welcome to the latest Deadmen’s Quest...

Valynda Moore was born cursed. So when she dies as the
result of a spell gone wrong and is trapped in the body of a
voodoo doll, she expects nothing less from her messed up
life. Until Thorn, leader of the Hellchasers, offers her a
chance at redemption and a new life.

But nothing has ever gone her way, for the Malachai, the
very beast she and her crew of Deadmen have sworn to
keep locked away, has risen. And this time he’s taken
prisoners. Valynda must keep her wits about her or be
denied her salvation and forced to watch as the entire world

The Dogs that Made Australia: The Story of
the Dogs that Brought about Australia's
Transformation from Starving Colony to
Pastoral Powerhouse
Guy Hull
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$18.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: The Dogs That Made Australia pays tribute to
the dogs that gave their all for our prosperity: the fearless
hounds that saved fledgling colonies from famine; the
courageous heelers and tireless collies that powered the rise
of beef and wool; the tough little home-grown terriers that
protected the homestead and garden; and the extraordinary
police dogs, ahead of their time, loved by the nation. The
selfless exploits of our heroic dogs are writ indelibly in our
nation's heritage and identity. The Dogs That Made
Australia is a vivid and meticulously researched history of
Australia told from the perspectives of the dingo and of the
dogs that were imported and developed here, as well as the
humans who loved, feared and worked them.
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The Spear of Malice (War of the Archons 3)
R.S. Ford
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.95 USD
400 pages

Summary: In the third in the epic fantasy series, War
of the Archons, the war of the gods continues to
threaten all existence. Perfect for fans for Brandon
Sanderson, Michael J. Sullivan and Brian Staveley.

As its neighbours muster for war, the city state of Kantor
clings desperately to neutrality. Suraan, the queen regent, is
beset on all sides, her son Rahuul still too young to take the
throne. As his elder sister and guardian, Adaali’s only
purpose is to protect Rahuul from would be usurpers. But
dark forces are at play from within and without, and she
must seek help from the most unlikely of places, or be
consumed by the war of the gods that threatens to destroy

Kushiel's Chosen : A Novel
Jacqueline Carey
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
704 pages

Summary: Naamah, have a care for your servant, who has
served you well and faithfully...

Phèdre nó Delaunay is an anguissette, cursed—or
blessed—to find exquisite pleasure in pain. Trained as a
courtesan-spy, she was the plaything of royals… and a
secret weapon of the gods themselves.

She has saved her homeland and a new queen reigns. Now
an old enemy plots in the shadows and, to keep those she
loves safe, Phèdre will return to her former trade. But can
she bear the tasks demanded of her by the gods—gods of
grief, justice, and, above all, love—who rule her destiny? Or

Afterland
Lauren Beukes
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$28.00 USD
416 pages

Summary:
Children of Men meets The Handmaid's Tale in this
"bowstring-taut, visceral, and incredibly timely"
thriller about how far a mother will go to protect her
son from a hostile world transformed by the absence of
men (Cory Doctorow).

Most of the men are dead. Three years after the pandemic
known as The Manfall, governments still hold and life
continues -- but a world run by women isn't always a better
place.

Twelve-year-old Miles is one of the last boys alive, and his

Deathstroke R.I.P.
Christopher Priest
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
200 pages

Summary: Deathstroke: R.I.P starts here with a
brand-new storyline…with an ending you won’t see
coming!

Once Slade Wilson awakens…Deathstroke returns more
ruthless than ever and ready to challenge those who
corrupted his son…the Legion of Doom! Plus, Rose and
Jericho are at odds with their father’s death, Jericho must
confront his father with the lives of his family hanging in the
balance, and Slade Wilson will take on the most dangerous
foe yet—himself!
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Disney Manga: Tim Burton's The Nightmare
Before Christmas -- Zero's Journey Graphic
Novel Book 4
D.J. Milky, Kei Ishiyama, David Hutchinson, Dan
Co...
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$15.99 USD
128 pages

Summary:
When Jack Skellington's faithful pet Zero gets lost, the ghost pup
must get the help of the residents of Christmas Town to find his way
back. With Halloween plans on hold while Jack mounts a search, will
they be reunited in time to save both holidays? Explore the magical
realms of Halloween Town and Christmas Town through the eyes of
Zero as he tries to find his way home in an unfamiliar world. This is
the final volume of Zero's Journey.

Final Fantasy XIV: Shadowbringers : The Art
of Reflection -Histories Forsaken-
Square Enix
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$39.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: A gorgeous, oversized, full-color art book
showcasing the artwork from the massively popular
online video game Final Fantasy XIV.

Delve into the breathtaking world of Final Fantasy XIV:
Shadowbringers in this deluxe volume featuring hundreds of
beautiful illustrations of characters, environments,
equipment, and more. Offering concept art, reference
images, and messages from the artists, this book is a
must-have not only for fans of the game but for any who
appreciate top-tier game art.

Includes an exclusive bonus code redeemable for a Wind-up

Automatic Reload : A Novel
Ferrett Steinmetz
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$17.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: In the near-future, automation is king, and Mat
is the top mercenary working the black market. He’s your
solider’s solider, with military-grade weapons instead of
arms—and a haunted past that keeps him awake at night.
On a mission that promises the biggest score of his life, he
discovers that the top secret shipment he's been sent to
guard is not a package, but a person: Silvia.

Silvia is genetically-altered to be the deadliest woman on
the planet—her only weakness is her panic disorder. When
Mat decides to free her, both of them become targets of the
most powerful shadow organization in the world. They go on
the lam, determined to stop a sinister plot to create more

Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds
Brandon Sanderson
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Stephen Leeds is perfectly sane. It's his
hallucinations who are mad.

A genius of unrivaled aptitude, Stephen can learn any new
skill, vocation, or art in a matter of hours. However, to
contain all of this, his mind creates hallucinatory people
—Stephen calls them aspects—to hold and manifest the
information. Wherever he goes, he is joined by a team of
imaginary experts to give advice, interpretation, and
explanation. He uses them to solve problems. ..for a price.

His brain is getting a little crowded, and the aspects have a
tendency of taking on lives of their own. When a company
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Star Wars: The Rise of Kylo Ren
Charles Soule, Will Sliney
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$15.99 USD
112 pages

Summary:
With Ben Solo's fall...comes Kylo Ren's rise! As the son of
Rebel Alliance heroes Leia Organa and Han Solo, as well as
Jedi knight Luke Skywalker's own nephew and protégé, Ben
Solo has the potential to be a great force for light in the
galaxy. But the Skywalker legacy casts a long shadow, the
currents of the dark side run deep...and Darth Vader's blood
runs in Ben's veins. Voices call from both his past and his
future, telling him who he must be. He will shatter, he will
be reforged, and his destiny will be revealed. Snoke awaits.
The Knights of Ren await. Ben Solo's path to his true self
begins here...

Oliver Volume 1
Gary Whitta, Darick Robertson
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
128 pages

Summary:
A startlingly original take on the Dickens classic, Oliver
re-imagines Oliver Twist as a post-apocalyptic superhero
who brings hope to the downtrodden people of a bleak
near-future England as he seeks to uncover the truth behind
his own mysterious origins.

Collects OLIVER #1-4.

LOUD
Maria Llovet
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
104 pages

Summary: The LOUD nightclub. A latecomer stripper, a
pissed waitress, a hitmen couple, a suspension bondage
performer, a pregnant teenager, a clan of vampires, a
pedophile, a lesbian junkie, a divorcing middle-aged woman,
a sadistic dominatrix, and many other souls in search of
love, drugs, and blood converge at the hottest club in town
on a night that none will ever forget. If they survive.

LOUD is like THE HUNGER if directed by Tarantino -- a
stylish, tripped-out bloodbath of beautiful and vicious
decadence.

You’ll feel the beat throbbing in your skull, smell the sweat,

East of West Volume 10
Jonathan Hickman, Nick Dragotta
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
144 pages

Summary:
The final collec on of the epic SciFi Western, EAST OF WEST.

Collects EAST OF WEST #43-45
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Mirka Andolfo's Un/Sacred Vol 1
Mirka Andolfo
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$24.99 USD
168 pages

Summary: The extraordinary talent of Mirka Andolfo
(Unnatural, Mercy, DC Bombshells) brings to life a Heaven
(and a Hell) filled with humor and lovable characters!

Angelina, a voluptuous angel, and Damiano, a mischievous
devil, are madly in love. But, while she does not intend to
give in to temptation, he would very much like to... This is
the tale of their bizarre and spicy daily life!

A sex-positive--and incredibly funny--slice of life...full of
angels, devils and gags!

The collected edition of Mirka Andolfo's Un/Sacred Vol 1 will

Tales from Harrow County Volume 1: Death's
Choir
Cullen Bunn, Naomi Franquiz, Tyler Crook
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$17.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Harrow County is back! The award-winning,
Eisner-nominated southern-gothic horror series
returns with a brand-new story.

Ten years have passed since Emmy exited Harrow County,
leaving her close friend Bernice as steward of the
supernatural home.

But World War II is in full swing, taking Harrow’s young men
and leaving the community more vulnerable than ever—and
when a ghostly choir heralds the resurrection of the dead,
Bernice must find a solution before the town is overrun.

Turok : Valley of the Lost
Ron Marz, Roberto Castro
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$19.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: A new hero rises! Turok pursues his kidnapped
brother... in the Badlands of the Old West! In the waning
days of the Indian Wars, the U.S. cavalry has captured
Andar, but Turok will stop at nothing to rescue him. But that
quest will lead Turok, Andar and even the soldiers to a
strange, lost land inhabited by creatures beyond their
imaginations. This is Turok as you've never seen him before
... and Turok as you've always seen him!

Written by acclaimed storyteller Ron Marz (Green Lantern,
Silver Surfer, Witchblade), with exquisite art by Roberto
Castro (Red Sojna, Flash Gordon).

Gunland Volume 1
Captain Artiglio, Mike Kennedy
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$19.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: The Doolin brothers (ne “Dueling Brothers”) are
notorious outlaws tracking down a stash of loot hidden from
them by a double crossing partner. As infamous as they
think they are, however, they’re pretty basic until they
realize the powers each of them get from the crusty old
skulls left to them by their genuinely infamous father. While
older brothers Dan and Duke are focused on becoming
outlaw legends like their Pa, younger brother Dave just
wants to settle down and become a decent father to the kid
he rescued from… a parallel dimension. Did we mention that
this is a sci-fi western full of dinosaurs, robots, and magic?

Narrowly surviving a shootout by the corrupt alien deputies,
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City of Secrets : Secret of the Switchboard
Victoria Ying
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: Read the graphic novel that Caldecott
medal-winning illustrator, Dan Santat, calls, “An
edge-of-your-seat thriller!”

Ever Barnes is a shy orphan guarding a secret in an
amazing puzzle box of a building.

Most of the young women who work at the building’s
Switchboard Operating Facility, which connects the whole
city of Oskar, look the other way as Ever roams around in
the shadows. But one of them, Lisa, keeps an eye on the
boy. So does the head of the Switchboard, Madame
Alexander…a rather sharp eye.

The Cloven : Book One
Garth Stein, Matthew Southworth
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$24.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: The Cloven Book One stars James Tucker, the
most successful Genetically Modified Human Organism ever
created. Conceived in a privately financed, top-secret
laboratory on Washington state's Vashon Island, Tucker is a
cross between a human and a goat — a Cloven. Known to
his friends as “Tuck,” all he wants is to live a normal life as
a university student; everything is going fine, until he shows
a girl his hooves… Moody and mysterious and atmospheric
as a fever dream, The Cloven Book One follows Tuck’s
breakneck journey across the Pacific Northwest as he
searches for his true home out there somewhere. Book One
of a raucous, funny, fast-moving, and dynamic series of
graphic novels by two bestselling and critically acclaimed

A Lush and Seething Hell : Two Tales of
Cosmic Horror
John Hornor Jacobs, Chuck Wendig
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: A brilliant mix of the psychological and
supernatural, John Hornor Jacobs’ acclaimed Shirley Jackson
Award–nominated novella, The Sea Dreams It Is the Sky
examines life in a South American dictatorship. Centered on
the journal of a poet-in-exile and his failed attempts at
translating a maddening text, the story is told by a young
woman trying to come to grips with a country that nearly
devoured itself.

In My Heart Struck Sorrow, a librarian discovers
Depression-era recordings from the Deep South—valuable
archives of the rich folk history that survived in the face of
encroaching modernity—and an accompanying journal. The

Tyger Burning
T. C. McCarthy
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: WAR WILL COME. WILL EARTH BE READY?
Humanity had just begun its first tentative steps towards
conquering the Solar System when the aliens came and took
it all away. Then they disappeared, leaving only wreckage in
their wake. They have given us 100 years to get ready for
the next phase of their invasion. They expect us to fight fair.
But if one man can learn to control his combat implants,
humanity might just have a hope for a free future . . .

Maung is used to being hunted. As the last "dream warrior,"
a Burmese military unit whose brains are more machine
than grey matter, everyone wants him dead—punished for
the multiple atrocities his unit committed during war.
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My Enemy's Enemy
Robert Buettner
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
544 pages

Summary: STOP THE NAZI A-BOMB. The past and the
present collide when an international terrorist seeks to
unlock the long-buried secret of the Third Reich's ultimate
weapon in this technothriller from Robert Buettner.

In September 1939, Nazi Holocaust mastermind Heinrich
Himmler conscripts brilliant physicist Peter Winter to devise
a secret weapon of supreme power and to create a
revolutionary aircraft to deliver it. Peter and his Jewish wife,
Rachel, know they may only be able to slow Himmler down,
and not stop him from developing the ultimate weapon.

In modern-day Pakistan, the elite terrorist known as the Asp

River of Night
John Ringo, Mike Massa
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
512 pages

Summary: JOHN RINGO'S BESTSELLING BLACK TIDE
RISING SERIES CONTINUES. Sequel to The Valley of
Shadows.

THROUGH THE RAGING PLAGUE

At Tom Smith’s previous gig, he was the global managing
director for security of an international bank. Then the
zombies emerged. And New York burned. His plan to the
save the city long enough to find a cure for the zombie virus
didn’t survived a bloody scrimmage between angry cops,
cunning gangsters, and rapacious officials.

The Dawn of a Nazi Moon : Book One
Douglas MacKinnon
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$27.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: An alleged real-life secret revealed by a
former Soviet general is the foundation for the most
shocking Nazi alternative history novel of all time.

“Madam President. The nuclear bombs just detonated in
China, Russia, and off the coast of the United States did
not, I repeat, did not originate from the planet Earth. It is
my opinion, and the opinion of everyone here, that the
Earth can no longer be defended from the Earth.”

President Carolina Garcia sat in the Roosevelt Room across
the hall from the Oval Office and gazed at the four people
sitting opposite her in unblinking shock.

The Baron of Magister Valley
Steven Brust
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$27.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Reader, you will undoubtedly have had the
misfortune of consuming the rotten fruit of fallacies that
we—Paarfi of Roundwood (esteemed historian of House of
Hawk and exquisite artisan of truths)—“borrow” our factual
recount of Dragaeran history from some obscure fellow who
goes by the name Al Dumas or some silly nomenclature of
that nature.

The salacious claims that The Baron of Magister Valley bears
any resemblance to a certain nearly fictional narrative about
an infamous count are unfounded (we do not dabble in tall
tales. The occasional moderately stretched? Yes. But never
tall).
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Behind the Horror : True Stories That
Inspired Horror Movies
Dr. Lee Mellor
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Uncover the twisted tales that inspired the
big screen’s greatest screams.

Which case of demonic possession inspired The Exorcist?
What horrifying front-page story generated the idea for A
Nightmare on Elm Street? Which film was based on the
infamous skin-wearing murderer Ed Gein?

Unearth the terrifying and true tales behind some of the
scariest Horror movies to ever haunt our screens, including
the Enfield poltergeist case that was retold in The Conjuring
2 and the serial killers who inspired Hannibal Lecter in The
Silence of the Lambs.

Lucifer Vol. 3: The Wild Hunt
Dan Watters
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$16.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: Lucifer, the prince of darkness, finds
himself directly in the crosshairs of a cosmic hunting
party.

Lucifer, the prince of darkness, is playing house. The devil
arrives in the village of Haybury, West Yorkshire, with
designs on building a quaint new life for himself.
Unfortunately for Lucifer, the universe has other plans for
him, as he finds himself directly in the crosshairs of a
cosmic hunting party.

Collects Lucifer #14-19.

Master of the World
Edward Willett
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$7.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Now in mass market, the second book in a
gripping portal fantasy series by an Aurora Award-
winning author, in which one woman’s powers open
the way to a labyrinth of new dimensions.

Shawna Keys has fled the world she only recently
discovered she Shaped, narrowly escaping death at the
hands of the Adversary who seized control of it…and losing
her only guide, Karl Yatsar, in the process.

Now she finds herself alone in some other Shaper’s world,
where, in her first two hours, she’s rescued from a
disintegrating island by an improbable flying machine she

Lies of Descent
Troy Carrol Bucher
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$7.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, this compelling fantasy
from a debut author follows two young individuals
trying to unite warring cultures to banish the gods who
destroyed their homeland.

Lies of Descent begins an epic trilogy of fallen gods,
betrayal, and magic—where dark motives often dwell within
the true and just, and where the things most feared
sometimes lead to salvation.

The Fallen Gods’ War drove the remnants of a victorious
army across the ocean in search of a new homeland. A
thousand years later, the lifeless continent of Draegora is
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Sabella
Tanith Lee
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$7.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: This repackaged edition of a classic sci-fi
tale from a master storyteller explores the life of a
vampire on a Mars-like colony as she struggles to hide
her true nature.

On the rosy sands of a distant Earth colony, Sabella lives a
quiet life in her isolated home—carefully hiding her
vampirism from society.

Sabella may not be undead, but she is painfully allergic to
sunlight, possesses supernatural strength and speed, and
feeds on fresh blood. In her youth, Sabella seduced a
number of men, killing them all for fear of discovery. But

Spells for the Dead
Faith Hunter
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Nell Ingram faces a dark magic with no
known origin in the newest pulse-pounding paranormal
procedural in the New York Times bestselling Soulwood
series.

Nell is a rookie PsyLED agent, using the powers she can
channel from deep within the earth to solve paranormal
crimes. Together with her team, she’s taken on the direst
magic and the most twisted foes. But she’ll need to tap into
every ounce of power she has for her newest case.

Nell is called to the Tennessee mansion of a country music
star and finds a disturbing scene—dead bodies rapidly

Sealed
Naomi Booth
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Sealed is a gripping modern fable on
motherhood, a terrifying portrait of ordinary people
under threat from their own bodies.

’We came out here to begin again. We came out here for
the clear air and a fresh start. No one said to us: beware of
fresh starts. No one said to us: God knows what will begin.’

Timely and suspenseful, Sealed is a gripping modern fable
on motherhood, a terrifying portrait of ordinary people
under threat from their own bodies and from the world
around them. With elements of speculative fiction and the
macabre, this is an unforgettable story about a mother’s

Anno Dracula 1999: Daikaiju
Kim Newman
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: The new novel in the acclaimed alternate
history vampire series from Kim Newman.
“Compulsory reading…glorious” Neil Gaiman on Anno
Dracula

It is the eve of the new millennium, and the vampire
princess Christina Light is throwing a party in Daikaiju Plaza
- a building in the shape of a giant mechanical dragon - in
Tokyo, attended by the leaders of the worlds of technology,
finance, culture and innovation.

After a century overshadowed by the malign presence of
Dracula, Christina decrees the inauguration of an Age of
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Game of the Gods : A Novel
Jay Schiffman
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: Newcomer Jay Schiffman adds his own spin to
the science fiction genre in Game of the Gods, an epic debut
of a man willing to tear a corrupt society apart in order to
save his family.

Despite his prowess as a military commander and judge,
Max Cone longs for a life outside of the political spotlight.
His wish turns to dust when the world descends into a
cataclysmic global war. Every nation wants Cone on its side,
but his only priority is rescuing his kidnapped wife and
children. In order to find his family, free his friends, and
save his people, Cone becomes a lethal killer willing to
destroy anyone who stands in his way.

Flyaway
Kathleen Jennings, Ellen Datlow
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$19.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: "A fairytale wrapped about in riddles and
other thorny bits of enchantments and stories, but
none of them quite like any you’ve heard before."
—Kelly Link

In a small Western Queensland town, a reserved young
woman receives a note from one of her vanished
brothers—a note that makes her question memories of their
disappearance and her father’s departure.

A beguiling story that proves that gothic delights and
uncanny family horror can live—and even thrive—under a
burning sun, Flyaway introduces readers to Bettina Scott,

Privateer
Margaret Weis, Robert Krammes
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$8.99 USD
752 pages

Summary: The swashbuckling adventures of Captain Kate
Fitzmaurice continues in this thrilling continuation of the
epic tale of the Dragon Corsairs.

Captain Kate soon escapes from prison and saves her crew
with the help of Prince Tom. She and her crew are drawn
ever deeper into the intrigue and danger of doing business
in the kingdom. With them running out of allies and left with
nowhere to turn, Kate and Tom strike out on their own.

Switched Up! (DC Super Hero Girls)
Tess Sharpe, Francesco Legramandi, Gabriella
Matta
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$6.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Wonder Woman(TM), Supergirl(TM), and
the DC Super Hero Girls(TM) star in an all-new action-
packed chapter book series!

A mix-up in the school science lab causes outgoing Kara
(Supergirl) to swap personalities and powers with super-shy
Karen (Bumblebee), and things start going topsy-turvy in no
time. Now Wonder Woman and the other DC Super Hero
Girls are going to have to help them switch back before the
super-villains find out and cause even more trouble. Along
the way, the super heroes learn to see things from other
people’s points of view. This illustrated DC Super Hero Girls
chapter book series is packed with humor, action, and
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